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Abstract
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies using DNA, RNA, or methylation se‐
quencing have impacted enormously on the life sciences. NGS is the choice for large-scale
genomic and transcriptomic sequencing because of the high-throughput production and
outputs of sequencing data in the gigabase range per instrument run and the lower cost
compared to the traditional Sanger first-generation sequencing method. The vast
amounts of data generated by NGS have broadened our understanding of structural and
functional genomics through the concepts of “omics” ranging from basic genomics to in‐
tegrated systeomics, providing new insight into the workings and meaning of genetic
conservation and diversity of living things. NGS today is more than ever about how dif‐
ferent organisms use genetic information and molecular biology to survive and repro‐
duce with and without mutations, disease, and diversity within their population
networks and changing environments. In this chapter, the advances, applications, and
challenges of NGS are reviewed starting with a history of first-generation sequencing fol‐
lowed by the major NGS platforms, the bioinformatics issues confronting NGS data stor‐
age and analysis, and the impacts made in the fields of genetics, biology, agriculture, and
medicine in the brave, new world of ”omics.”
Keywords: Next-generation sequencing, tools, platforms, applications, omics
1. Introduction
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) refers to the deep, high-throughput, in-parallel DNA
sequencing technologies developed a few decades after the Sanger DNA sequencing method
first emerged in 1977 and then dominated for three decades [1, 2]. The NGS technologies are
different from the Sanger method in that they provide massively parallel analysis, extremely
high-throughput from multiple samples at much reduced cost [3]. Millions to billions of DNA
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nucleotides can be sequenced in parallel, yielding substantially more throughput and mini‐
mizing the need for the fragment-cloning methods that were used with Sanger sequencing [4].
The second-generation sequencing methods are characterized by the need to prepare amplified
sequencing libraries before undertaking sequencing of the amplified DNA clones, whereas
third-generation single molecular sequencing can be done without the need for creating the
time-consuming and costly amplification libraries [5]. The parallelization of a high number of
sequencing reactions by NGS was achieved by the miniaturization of sequencing reactions
and, in some cases, the development of microfluidics and improved detection systems [6]. The
time needed to generate the gigabase (Gb)-sized sequences by NGS was reduced from many
years to only a few days or hours, with an accompanying massive price reduction. For example,
as part of the Human Genome Project, the J. C. Venter genome [7] took almost 15 years to
sequence at a cost of more than 1 million dollars using the Sanger method, whereas the J. D.
Watson (1962 Nobel Prize winner) genome was sequenced by NGS using the 454 Genome
Sequencer FLX with about the same 7.5x coverage within 2 months and for approximately
100th of the price [8]. The cost of sequencing the bacterial genome is now possible at about
$1000 (https://www.nanoporetech.com), and the large-scale whole-genome sequencing (WGS)
of 2,636 Icelanders [9] has brought some of the aims of the 1000 Genomes Project [10] to abrupt
fruition.
Rapid progress in NGS technology and the simultaneous development of bioinformatics tools
has allowed both small and large research groups to generate de novo draft genome sequences
for any organism of interest. Apart from using NGS for WGS [11], these technologies can be
used for whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing (WTSS) — also called RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) [12], whole-exome sequencing (WES) [13], targeted (TS) or candidate gene se‐
quencing (CGS) [14–16], and methylation sequencing (MeS) [17]. RNA-seq can be used to
identify all transcriptional activities (coding and noncoding) or a select subset of targeted RNA
transcripts within a given sample [12], and it provides a more precise and sensitive measure‐
ment of gene expression levels than microarrays in the analysis of many samples [18–21]. In
contrast to WGS, WES provides coverage for more than 95% of human exons to investigate
the protein-coding regions (CDS) of the genome and identify coding variants or SNPs when
WGS and WTSS are not practical or necessary [13]. Since the exome represents less than 2% of
the human genome, it is the cost-effective alternative to WGS and RNA-seq in the study of
human genetics and disease [13]. However, WGS may be preferred over WES because it
provides more data with better uniformity of read coverage on disease-associated variants and
reveals polymorphisms outside coding regions and genomic rearrangements [19, 22]. The
analysis of the methylome by MeS complements WGS, WES, and CGS to determine the active
methylation sites and the epigenetic markers that regulate gene expression, epistructural base
variations, imprinting, development, differentiation, disease, and the epigenetic state [23–30].
The impact of NGS technology is indeed egalitarian in that it allows both small and large
research groups the possibility to provide answers and solutions to many different problems
and questions in the fields of genetics and biology, including those in medicine, agriculture,
forensic science, virology, microbiology, and marine and plant biology.
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The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the advances, applications, and challenges
of NGS, starting with a history of first-generation sequencing followed by the major NGS
platforms, the bioinformatics issues confronting NGS data storage and analysis, and the
applications and challenges for biology and medicine in the world of “omic” expansion.
2. First-generation sequencing: A brief history
Twelve years after the publication of the Watson and Crick double-helix DNA structure in
1953 [31], the first natural polynucleotide sequence was reported [32]. It was the 77-nt yeast
alanine  tRNA  with  a  proposed  cloverleaf  structure,  although  the  anticodon,  the  three
nucleotides that bind to the mRNA sequence, was not yet identified in the sequence [32].
It  took  7  years  to  prepare  up  to  1  g  of  the  tRNA  from  commercial  baker’s  yeast  by
countercurrent distribution before fragmenting the RNA into short oligonucleotides with
various  RNase  enzymes  to  reconstruct  and  identify  the  nucleotide  residues  using  two-
dimensional  chromatography  and  spectrophotometric  procedures  [33].  At  that  time,
scientists could sequence only a few base pairs per year, not nearly enough to sequence an
entire gene. Nevertheless, despite the time-consuming and laborious nature of these very
first sequencing methods that were developed for tRNA and other oligonucleotides, there
was  a  flurry  of  RNA  and  DNA  sequencing  for  the  next  10  years  that  improved  the
sequencing procedures of fragmented DNA and provided new information on the sequences
of more than 100 different tRNA. These initial labor-intensive sequencing efforts resulted
also in the first complete genome sequence — the 3,569-nucleotide-long bacteriophage MS2
RNA, the lysozyme gene sequence of bacteriophage T4 DNA, and the 24-bp lac operator
sequence [33–36]. This eventually led to the Maxam and Gilbert chemical degradation DNA
sequencing  method  that  chemically  cleaved  specific  bases  of  terminally  labeled  DNA
fragments  and  separated  them  by  electrophoresis  [37].  New  data  on  how  to  sequence
bacteriophage DNA by specific primer extension methods resulted in Sanger et al. [1] using
primer-extension  and  chain-termination  methods  for  sequencing  polynucleotides  longer
than  oligonucleotide  lengths.  Subsequently,  the  new  Sanger  DNA  chain-termination
sequencing method [1],  known simply as the Sanger sequencing method, prevailed over
the Maxam and Gilbert chemical degradation method [37] because of its greater simplici‐
ty and reliability and the use of fewer toxic chemicals and lower amounts of radioactivi‐
ty.  The  first-generation  automated  DNA  sequencers  developed  by  Applied  Biosystem
Instruments  (ABI)  used the Sanger method with fluorescent  dye-terminator  reagents  for
single-reaction  sequencing  rather  than  the  usual  four  separate  reactions  [34–36].  These
sequencers were later improved by including computers to collect, store, and analyze the
sequencing data [38]. The invention of the PCR technology [39] and thermal cyclers and
the use of a heat-resistant enzyme such as Taq polymerase from Thermus aquaticus between
1985 and 1990 enabled the generation of random or specific sequences for de novo sequenc‐
ing,  filling  gaps,  and  resequencing  particular  regions  of  interest  [35].  The  discovery  of
reverse  transcriptase  in  1970  [40,  41]  led to  the  development  of  RNA sequencing using
cDNA reverse transcribed from RNA. In 1991, Adams et al. [42] initiated a systematic cDNA
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sequencing project using the Sanger method and the 373A DNA semiautomated sequenc‐
ers to generate large batches of cDNA sequences with an average length of 397 bases, which
they named ”expressed sequence tags” (ESTs) and used as substrates and markers for RNA
contig and transcriptome mapping. These improvements, together with the establishment
of GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) in 1982, resulted in the generation of
hundreds of thousands of more DNA sequences throughout the 1980s, 1990s [34–36], and
right up to the beginning of the new millennium, with the publication of the first  draft
sequence of the human genome [43, 44].
A sudden increase in  the  number of  DNA and RNA sequences  generated for  GenBank
between  1992  and  2004  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics)  resulted  mostly
from three main initiatives: the development of automated sequencers and the emergence
of service providers, the industrialization and the establishment of sequencing centers and
international  consortiums,  and  the  continued  development  of  computing  hardware  and
software  to  store  and  analyze  nucleotide  sequences.  The  automated-industrialized  ap‐
proach based on random or shotgun sequencing was initiated by The Institute for Genom‐
ic  Research  (TIGR)  in  Rockville,  Maryland,  and  resulted  in  the  publication  of  337  new
human genes  and 48  homologous  genes  from other  organisms  [42].  By  1999,  the  TIGR
venture generated 83 million nucleotides of cDNA sequence, 87,000 human cDNA sequen‐
ces,  and the complete genome sequences of  two bacterial  species,  Haemophilus influenzae
[45] and Mycoplasma genitalium  [46]. This success was in part due to the development of
the TIGR sequence assembler, an innovative computer program to assemble vast amounts
of EST data [47]. By the end of 2001, the automated sequencers, such as the fully automat‐
ed Prism 3700 with 96 capillaries that could produce 1.6×105  bases of sequence data per
day, sequencing centers and international consortiums, such as the TIGR in the USA, the
Sanger Centre in the United Kingdom, and RIKEN in Japan, produced the complete genomic
sequences of the bacteria E. coli and Bacillus subtilis, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the
nematode C. elegans, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, the plant Arabidopsis thialiana, and
the human genome (see references cited by Stein [48]). Although sequencing was still hugely
expensive  and  time  consuming,  Sanger  sequencing  was  by  then  the  dominant  method.
Pundits  now placed  DNA  sequencing  into  a  postgenomic  era  and  predicted  functional
genomics,  SNPs,  and  transcript  arrays  as  the  future  of  biological  investigation  [49,  50].
Indeed, after the establishment of the first Affymetrix and GeneChip microarrays in 1996,
the decade saw a rapid growth in DNA array technology and applications for various gene
expression studies in prokaryotes and eukaryotes [21, 51, 52]. Nevertheless, the outputs for
genomic and/or RNA sequencing had neither finished nor slowed; new sequencing methods
continued  to  emerge  after  2005  to  challenge  the  cost  and  supremacy  of  the  Sanger  di‐
deoxy method [34–36]. These new methods became known as next-generation sequencing
because  they  were  designed  to  employ  massively  parallel  strategies  to  produce  large
amounts of sequence from multiple samples at very high-throughput and at a high degree
of  sequence  coverage  to  allow for  the  loss  of  accuracy  of  individual  reads  when  com‐
pared to Sanger sequencing. These different approaches brought the cost of sequencing the
genome down from $100 million in 2001 to less than $10,000 in 2014 [53].
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3. Second-generation sequencing
A more detailed history of the development of the first- and next-generation sequencing
platforms has been presented in a number of previous reviews [2–6, 11, 34–36, 54]. Table 1
outlines the basic features and performances of the common next-generation sequencing
platforms. The basic characteristics of second-generation sequencing technology are the
following. Shotgun sequencing of random fragmented genomic (fg) DNA or cDNA reverse
transcribed from RNA is performed without the need for cloning via a foreign host cell: instead,
linker and/or adapter sequences are ligated to the fgDNA or cDNA for construction of template
libraries. Library amplification is performed on a solid surface or on beads while isolated
within miniature emulsion droplets or arrays. Nucleotide incorporation is monitored directly
by luminescence detection or by changes in electrical charge during the sequencing procedure.
NGS generates many millions of nucleotide short reads in parallel in a much shorter time than
by the Sanger sequencing method. The read types generated by NGS are digital and therefore
enable direct quantitative comparisons. Either single or pair end reads can be obtained at
fragment ends.
3.1. DNA and RNA library preparations for second-generation sequencing
The general workflow for second-generation sequencing is the preparation and amplification
of libraries prepared from DNA or RNA samples, clonal formation, sequencing, and analysis
[55–59]. Head et al. [55] have reviewed the methods and problems encountered for preparing
NGS libraries for whole-genome sequencing, exome sequencing, target sequencing, RNA-seq,
ChIP-seq, RIP-seq, and methylation sequencing (methyl-seq). Prior to library preparation, the
genomic DNA is fragmented by acoustic shearing, sonication, or enzymatic digestion with
DNase I or fragmentase and then labeled with adapters, tags, barcodes, and primers using
established ligation and PCR methods. Alternatively, Illumina’s fragmentation technology,
called Nextera Tagmentation, can be implemented using a transposase enzyme to simultane‐
ously fragment and insert adapter sequences into the ds DNA and thereby reduce sample
handling and preparation time [57]. For targeted sequencing, the exomes or regions of interest
within the fragmented DNA can be captured and enriched by probe-hybridization-capture
kits or by PCR amplification with custom-designed primers. For RNA-seq of mRNA, polyA-
RNA is isolated usually from total RNA or rRNA-depleted RNA and reverse transcribed to
cDNA with reverse transcriptase and polyT or polyU primers before being treated much the
same way as the fragmented genomic DNA. RNA sequencing libraries also can be created
from immunoprecipitated RNA-binding proteins. To isolate noncoding RNAs (micro, small,
and long) from total RNA, these sequences are selectively ligated to 3′ and 5′ adapters and
reverse transcribed to cDNA. For methylation sequencing, the genomic DNA is reacted usually
with bisulfite chemicals prior to library construction. On the other hand, ChIP-seq and RIP-
seq use antibody capture to enrich the relevant sequences before preparation of the genomic
DNA fragments for sequencing. In comparison to high-input gDNA libraries, the RNA and
ChIP libraries may be limited by low cell numbers as starting material and consequently result
in a low input of extracted DNA from the immunoprecipitated histones or DNA-binding
proteins and in a limited sequence coverage.
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Numerous DNA and RNA library kits and machines are available for the semiautomated or
fully automated preparation of DNA libraries both for second- and/or third-generation
sequencing. Some of these are GemCode from x10 (http://10xgenomics.com) and Raindrop’s
Thunderstorm (http://raindancetech.com) for all sequencing platforms, cBot for the Illumina
platform [58], and Ion Chef and Ion OneTouch for the Ion Torrent platform [59]. All of these
kits and auxiliary machines attempt to reduce workload and costs for the main platform
sequencers. The DNA libraries are labeled with barcode sample tags, such as the multiplex
identifier (MID) for Roche/454 sequencing, to enable the libraries to be pooled and therefore
maximize the sequence output as a multiplex amplicon sequencing step for each sequencing
run. After library construction, the DNA fragments are clonally amplified by emulsion PCR
with microbeads [4, 6, 60] or by solid-phase PCR using primers attached to a solid surface [4,
61, 62] in order to generate sufficient single-stranded DNA molecules and detectable signal
for producing sufficiently reliable sequencing data [54]. Roche 454, Life Technologies’ SOLiD,
and Ion Torrent platforms use emulsion PCR, whereas Illumina’s HiSeq/MiSeq platforms use
solid-phase PCR [4]. More recently, isothermal PCR amplification on a solid surface of a flow
cell [62] was developed for the SOLiD 5500 W series of sequencing machines.
A problem with preparing sequencing libraries by PCR amplification is that PCR introduces
GC bias, a major source of unwanted variation and errors in the sequencing coverage [63].
Using alternative methods to PCR amplification improves library complexity and the coverage
of high GC regions and reduces the number of duplicate reads [64]. A number of different
PCR-free library preparation kits are available commercially, such as NEXTflex PCR-Free from
Bioo Scientific, Accel NGS 2S PCR-free library kit from Swift Biosciences, and the Illumina
TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Sample Preparation Kit that uses ligation amplification for Illumina
and other sequencing platform systems.
3.2. NGS platforms
The main features and performances of five commonly used second-generation sequencing
technologies that have been reviewed in detail by others [2–4, 11, 36, 54] are shown in Table 1.
NGS platforms/company/max
output per run
Read
length per
run (bp)
No. reads
per run
Time (h or
days)
Cost
per 106
bases
Raw
error
rate (%)
Platform
cost (USD
approx.)
Chemistry
First generation
Sanger/Life Technologies/84 kb 800 1 2 h 2400 0.3 95,000 Dideoxy terminator
Second generation
454 GS FLX+/Roche/0.7 Gb 700 1×106 24/48 h 10 1 500,000 Pyrosequencing
GS Junior/Roche/70 Mb 500 1×105 18 h 9 100,000 Pyrosequencing
HiSeq/Illumina/1500 Gb 2x150 5×109 27/240 h 0.1 0.8 750,000 Reversible terminators
MiSeq/Illumina/15 Gb 2x300 3×108 27 h 0.13 0.8 125,000 Reversible terminators
SOLiD/Life Technologies/120 Gb 50 1×109 14 days 0.13 0.01 350,000 Ligation
Retrovolocity/BGI/3000 Gb 50 1×109 14 days 0.01 0.01 12×106 Nanoball/ligation
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NGS platforms/company/max
output per run
Read
length per
run (bp)
No. reads
per run
Time (h or
days)
Cost
per 106
bases
Raw
error
rate (%)
Platform
cost (USD
approx.)
Chemistry
Ion Proton/Life Technologies/100
Gb
200 6×107 2–5 h 1 1.7 215,000 Proton detection
Ion PGM/Life Technologies/2 Gb 200 5×106 2–5 h 1 1.7 80,000 Proton detection
Third generation
SMRT/Pac Bio/1 Gb >10,000 1×106 1–2 h 2 12.9 750,000 Real-time SMS
Heliscope/Helicos/25 Gb 35 7×109 8 days 0.01 0.2 1.35×106 Real-time SMS
Nanopore/Oxford Nanopore
Technologies/1 Gb
>5000 6×104 48/72 h <1 34 1000 Real-time SMS
Electron microscopy/ZS 7200 14 h <0.01 1×106 Real-time SMS
Genia nanopore (http://
www.geniachip.com)
Real-time SMS
Table 1. Basic features and performances of NGS platforms. Sources are [4, 11, 20, 54, 115]. For comparison of the NGS
outputs, the human genome has 3×109 bp or 3 Gb.
3.2.1. Roche 454 pyrosequencing
Roche 454 pyrosequencing by synthesis (SBS) was the first commercially successful second-
generation sequencing system developed by 454 Life Sciences in 2005 and acquired by Roche
in 2007 (http://www.my454.com). This technology uses sequencing chemistry, whereby visible
light is detected and measured after it is produced by an ATP sulfurylase, luciferase, DNA
polymerase enzymatic system in proportion to the amount of pyrophosphate that is released
during repeated nucleotide incorporation into the newly synthesized DNA chain [2, 4, 6]. The
system was miniaturized and massively parallelized using PicoTiterPlates to produce more
than 200,000 reads at 100 to 150 bp per read with an output of 20 Mb per run in 2005 [6]. The
upgraded 454 GS FLX Titanium system released by Roche in 2008 improved the average read
length to 700 bp with an accuracy of 99.997% and an output of 0.7 Gb of data per run within
24 h. The GS Junior bench-top sequencer produced a read length of 700 bp with 70 Mb
throughput and runtime of 10 to 18 h. The major drawbacks of this technology are the high
cost of reagents and high error rates in homopolymer repeats. The estimated cost per million
bases is $10 by Roche 454 compared to $0.07 by Illumina HiSeq 2000 [54]. A more serious
challenge for those using this technology is the announcement by Roche that they will no
longer supply or service the 454 sequencing machines or the pyrosequencing reagents and
chemicals after 2016 [65].
3.2.2. Illumina (Solexa) HiSeq and MiSeq sequencing
Illumina (http://www.illumina.com) purchased the Solexa Genome Analyzer in 2006 and
commercialized it in 2007 [66, 67]. Today, it is the most successful sequencing system with a
claimed >70% dominance of the market, particularly with the HiSeq and MiSeq platforms. The
Illumina sequencer is different from the Roche 454 sequencer in that it adopted the technology
of sequencing by synthesis using removable fluorescently labeled chain-terminating nucleo‐
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tides that are able to produce a larger output at lower reagent cost [4, 6, 66]. The clonally
enriched template DNA for sequencing is generated by PCR bridge amplification (also known
as cluster generation) into miniaturized colonies called polonies [66]. The output of sequencing
data per run is higher (600 Gb), the read lengths are shorter (approximately 100 bp), the cost
is cheaper, and the run times are much longer (3-10 days) than most other systems [54]. Illumina
provides six industrial-level sequencing machines (NextSeq 500, HiSeq series 2500, 3000, and
4000, and HiSeq X series five and ten) with mid to high output (120–1500 Gb) as well as a
compact laboratory sequencer called the MiSeq, which, although small in size, has an output
of 0.3 to 15 Gb and fast turnover rates suitable for targeted sequencing for clinical and small
laboratory applications [68]. The MiSeq uses the same sequencing and polony technology such
as the high-end machines, but it can provide sequencing results in 1 to 2 days at much reduced
cost [54]. Illumina’s new method of synthetic long reads using TruSeq technology apparently
improves de novo assembly and resolves complex, highly repetitive transposable elements [69].
3.2.3. Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection (SOLiD)
Supported Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection (SOLiD) is a next-generation sequencer
instrument marketed by Life Technologies (http://www.lifetechnologies.com) and first
released in 2008 by Applied Biosystems Instruments (ABI). It is based on 2-nucleotide
sequencing by ligation (SBL) [4, 6, 66]. This procedure involves sequential annealing of probes
to the template and their subsequent ligation. Sequencers on the market today, such as the
5500 W series, are suitable for small- and large-scale projects involving whole genomes,
exomes, and transcriptomes. Previously, sample preparation and amplification was similar to
that of Roche 454 sequencing [66]. However, the upgrades to Wildfire chemistry have enabled
greater throughput and simpler workflows by replacing beads with direct in situ amplification
on FlowChips and paired-end sequencing [62]. The SOLiD 5500 W series sequencing reactions
still use fluorescently labeled octamer probes in repeated cycles of annealing and ligation that
are interrogated and eventually deciphered in a complex subtractive process using Exact Call
Chemistry that has been well described by others [2, 36, 66]. The advantage of this method is
accuracy with each base interrogated twice. The major disadvantages are the short read lengths
(50–75 bp), the very long run times of 7 to 14 days, and the need for state-of-the-art computa‐
tional infrastructure and expert computing personnel for analysis of the raw data.
3.2.4. DNA nanoball sequencing by BGI Retrovolocity
Complete Genomics (http://www.completegenomics.com) developed DNA nanoball sequenc‐
ing (DNBS) as a hybrid of sequencing by hybridization and ligation [70]. Small fragments (440–
500 bp) of genomic DNA or cDNA are amplified into DNA nanoballs by rolling-circle
replication that requires the construction of complete circular templates before the generation
of nanoballs. The DNA nanoballs are deposited onto an arrayed flow cell, with one nanoball
per well sequenced at high density. Up to 10 bases of the template are read in 5′ and 3′ direction
from each adapter. Since only short sequences, adjacent to adapters, are read, this sequencing
format resembles a multiplexed form of mate-pair sequencing similar to using Exact Call
Chemistry in SOLiD sequencing [2, 36, 66]. Ligated sequencing probes are removed, and a new
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pool of probes is added, specific for different interrogated positions. The cycle of annealing,
ligation, washing, and image recording is repeated for all 10 positions adjacent to one terminus
of one adapter. This process is repeated for all seven remaining adapter termini. Although the
developers have sequenced the whole human genome, the major disadvantage of DNBS is the
short length of reads and the length of time for the sequencing projects. Claimed cost of the
reagents for sequencing of the whole human genome is under $5000. The major advantage of
this approach is the high density of arrays and therefore the high number of DNBs (~350
million) that can be sequenced. In 2015, the Chinese genomics service company BGI-Shenzhen
acquired Complete Genomics and introduced the Retrovolocity system for large-scale, high-
quality whole-genome and whole-exome sequencing with 50x coverage per genome and with
the sample to assembled genome produced in less than 8 days [71]. Complete Genomics claims
to have sequenced more than 20,000 whole human genomes over 5 years and published widely
on the use of their NGS platform. They provide public access to a human repository of 69
genomes data and a cancer data set of two matched tumor and normal sample pairs at http://
www.completegenomics.com/public-data/.
3.2.5. Ion torrent
Ion Torrent technology (http://www.iontorrent.com) was developed by the inventors of 454
sequencing [60], introducing two major changes. Firstly, the nucleotide sequences are detected
electronically by changes in the pH of the surrounding solution proportional to the number of
incorporated nucleotides rather than by the generation of light and detection using optical
components. Secondly, the sequencing reaction is performed within a microchip that is
amalgamated with flow cells and electronic sensors at the bottom of each cell. The incorporated
nucleotide is converted to an electronic signal detected by the electronic sensors. The two
sequencers in the market that use Ion Torrent technology are the high-throughput Proton
sequencer with more than 165 million sensors and the Ion Personal Genome Machine (PGM),
a bench-top sequencer with 11.1 million sensors. There are four sequencing chips to choose
from [72]. The Ion PI Chip is used with the Proton sequencer, and the Ion 314, 316, or 318 Chips
are used with the Ion PGM. The Ion 314 Chip provides the lowest reads at 0.5 million reads
per chip, whereas the Ion 318 Chip provides the highest reads of up to 5.5 million reads per
chip. The Proton sequencer provides a higher throughput (10–100 Gb vs. 20 Mb–1 Gb) and
more reads per run (660 Mb vs. 11 Mb) than the PGM chips, but the read lengths (200–500 bp),
run time (4–5 h), and accuracy (99%) are similar [54, 72]. Sample preparation for the generation
of DNA libraries is similar to the one used for Roche 454 sequencing but can be simplified with
the use of the Ion Chef system for automated template preparation and chip loading. The Ion
Torrent chip is used with an ion-sensitive field-effect transistor sensor that has been engineered
to detect individual protons produced during the sequencing reaction. The chip is placed
within the flow cell and is sequentially flushed with individual unlabeled dNTPs in the
presence of the DNA polymerase. Incorporation of nucleotide into the DNA chain releases H
protons and changes the pH of the surrounding solution that is proportional to the number of
incorporated nucleotides. The major disadvantages of the system are problems in reading
homopolymer stretches and repeats. The major advantages seem to be the relatively longer
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read lengths, flexible workflow, reduced turnaround time, and a cheaper price than those
provided by the other platforms [54, 73].
4. Third-generation sequencing: Emerging technologies for single-
molecule sequencing
Third-generation single-molecule sequencing technologies have emerged to reduce the price
of sequencing and to simplify the preparatory procedures and sequencing methods [4, 74, 75].
4.1. Single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing by pacific biosciences
Pacific Biosciences (http://www.pacificbiosciences.com) markets the PacBio RS II sequencer
and the SMRT real-time sequencing system [74, 75]. SMRT sequencing is performed in SMRT
cells that contain 150,000 ultra-microwells at a zeptoliter scale where one molecule of DNA
polymerase is immobilized at the bottom of each well using the biotin-streptavidin system in
nanostructures known as zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs). Once the template single-strand
DNA is coupled with immobilized DNA polymerase, fluorescently labeled dNTP analogs are
added and detected when the nucleotide is incorporated into the growing strand. CCD
cameras continuously monitor the 150,000 ZMWs as a series of observed pulses that are
converted into single molecular traces representing the template sequences. Since all four
nucleotides are added simultaneously and measured in real time, the speed of sequencing is
much increased compared to technologies where individual nucleotides are flushed sequen‐
tially. Although the reported accuracy was 99.3% initially with read lengths of about 900 bp
[4], circularizing the template and sequencing it several times using a technology called
SMRTbell templates provided longer reads and improved the accuracy to >99.999% [76, 77].
Once sequencing is initiated, the system’s computational Blade Center performs real-time
signal processing, base calling, and quality assessment. Primary analysis data, including trace
and pulse data, read-length, distribution, polymerase speed, and quality measurement, is
streamed directly to the secondary analysis software called SMRT Analysis that is capable of
processing sequencing data in real time. The secondary analysis tools also include a full suite
of tools to analyze single-molecule sequencing data for a broad range of applications.
4.2. Helicos sequencing by the genetic analysis system
The Helicos sequencing system was the first commercial implementation of single-molecule
fluorescent sequencing [66, 78], marketed by the now bankrupt Helicos Biosciences. Today,
the sequencing provider Seqll (http://seqll.com) sequences genomic DNA and RNA using the
Helicos sequencing system and HeliScope single-molecule sequencers. DNA is sheared, tailed
with polyA, and hybridized to a flow cell surface containing oligo-dT for sequencing-by-
synthesis of billions of molecules in parallel. The polyA-tailed fragments of DNA molecules
are hybridized directly to the oligo-dT50 bound on the surface of disposable glass flow cells.
The addition of fluorescent nucleotides with a terminating nucleotide pauses the cyclical
process until an image of one nucleotide for each DNA sequence has been captured, and then
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the process is repeated until the fragments have been completely sequenced [75, 76]. This
sequencing system is a combination of sequencing by hybridization and sequencing by
synthesis using a DNA polymerase [79]. Sample preparation does not require ligation or PCR
amplification and, therefore, largely avoids the GC content and size biases observed in other
technologies [56]. The HeliScope sequencing read lengths range from 25 to over 60 bases, with
35 bases being the average. This method has successfully sequenced the human genome [80]
to provide disease signatures in a clinical evaluation [81] and sequenced RNA to produce
quantitative transcriptomes of tissues and cells [82].
4.3. Nanopore sequencing by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (MinION and PromethION)
Oxford Nanopore Technologies provides the latest single-molecule sequencing system [83,
84]. The MinION Mkl is a portable handheld device for DNA and RNA sequencing that
attaches directly to a laptop/computer using a USB port, whereas the PromethION is a small
bench-top system. Nanopore sequencing uses pores formed from proteins, such as haemoly‐
sin, a biological protein channel system in Staphylococcus aureus [85]. The idea behind DNA
and RNA sequencing using nanopores is that the conductivity of ion currents in the pore
changes when the strand of nucleic acid passes through it [83]. The flow of ion current depends
on the shape of the molecule translocating through the pore. Since nucleotides have different
shapes, each nucleotide is recognized by its effect on the change of the ionic current [86]. The
key advantage of this approach is that sample preparation is minimal compared to second-
generation sequencing methods, and long read lengths can be obtained in the kbp range. In
addition, there are no amplification or ligation steps required before sequencing. The main
problem with this technology is the requirement to optimize the speed of DNA translocation
through the nanopore to ensure reliable measurement of the ionic current changes and reduce
the high error rates of base calling [83–86]. At this time, Oxford Nanopore Technologies is in
the beta testing phase, and users are required to join the MinION Access Programme and pay
a fee of $1000 [83] to access a MinION starter pack (3 MinION MkI flow cells, a Nanopore
sequencing kit, and a wash kit). Laver et al. [87] have assessed the performance of an earlier
version of the MinION sequencing device and concluded that “the MinION is an exciting
prospect; however, the current error rate limits its ability to compete with existing sequencing
technologies, though we do show that MinION sequence reads can enhance contiguity of de
novo assembly when used in conjunction with Illumina MiSeq data.” They resequenced three
bacterial genomes and estimated the error rate to be 38.2%, with mean and median reads of 2
and 1 kb, respectively, and with the longest single read of 98 kb. The low depth of coverage
provided by the present nanopore technology is a possible barrier to accurate eukaryotic
genome sequencing at the moment. Nevertheless, these are not intangibles and nanopore
nucleic acid sequencing is envisaged to include methylation and direct RNA sequencing in the
near future [83].
4.4. NGS by electron microscopy
The sequence of long, intact DNA molecules can be visualized and identified by using electron
microscopy. The first report on the successful application of electron microscopy for NGS was
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for the partial sequencing of DNA base pairs within intact DNA molecules using synthesized
genomes of 3.3 and 7.2 kb length that were sequenced by enzymatically incorporating modified
bases that contained atoms of increased atomic number and allowed for the direct visualization
and identification of individually labeled bases [88]. In this sequencing process, the double
strands of the DNA sample are separated into single strands using common enzymes and
reactions. Then, the single-stranded DNA is labeled by PCR using dNTPs attached to heavy-
atom metal labels that can be separated into identifiable electron microscope-generated images
showing large black dots, small black dots, and large gray dots along the DNA molecule
linearized by ZSG threading. Standard image-based technologies perform the reads and
analysis of the labeled DNA using image analysis software that provides sequence data in real
time. The sequenced molecules are reads in the range of 5 to 50 kb in length that are useful for
de novo genome assembly and for analysis of full haplotypes and copy number variants. The
company ZS Genetics (http://www.zsgenetics.com) offers a service to provide accurate, long-
read, single-molecule DNA sequences using the NGS electron microscopy platform.
5. NGS service providers
Researchers who cannot afford to purchase NGS machines at prices varying between $80,000
and over 1 million USD (depending on the platform) plus the many add-ons, computing
requirements, and infrastructural changes, instead, might consider using one of the many
available sequencing service providers. For example, Novogene, which was founded in Beijing
in 2011 and now is located also in Great Britain and the USA, provides NGS for human, animal,
plant, and microbe applications using Illumina MiSeq, HiSeq, and X platforms for whole-
genome de novo sequencing and resequencing, exome sequencing, targeted sequencing,
transcriptomics for mRNA and small RNA, and metagenomics. Similarly, the South Korean
company Macrogen provides all the NGS services using Illumina platforms as well as
epigenome sequencing for methylations by bisulfite conversion, methyl-CpG binding domain,
or chromatin immunoprecipitation. Prices may vary between $500 and $2,000 USD per sample
depending on the sequencing project and the project workflow from sample preparation to
bioinformatics analysis (https://www.scienceexchange.com). Table 2 lists some of the service
providers, and others can be accessed at http://omicsmaps.com.
Service provider Platforms DNA sequencing
(TS WG WES)
RNA-seq Methyl-seq Web address
BGI All + + + + + bgiamericas.com
Novogene Illumina + + + + + novogene.com
Macrogen Illumina
Ion Torrent
+ + +
+ + +
+
+
+
+
macrogen.com
CD Genomics Illumina
Ion Torrent
+ + +
+ + +
+
+
+
+
cd-genomics.com
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Service provider Platforms DNA sequencing
(TS WG WES)
RNA-seq Methyl-seq Web address
PacBioRS II
CEA**
+ + + + +
+
SeqWright Genomic Illumina
Ion Torrent
Roche 454
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
seqwright.com/researchservices
EpigenDx Ion Torrent + epigendx.com
Centrillion Genomic Illumina + + + + centrillionbio.com
NXT-DX Illumina + + nxt-dx.com
AGRF*** Illumina
CEA**
+ + + + +
+
agrf.org.au
Broad Institute Illumina + + + + + genomics.broadinstitute.org
Illumina Illumina + + + + + illumina.com
Exiqon Illumina + exiqon.com
SEQLL Helicos + + + + + seqll.com
Eurofins Genomics Illumina
Roche 454
Ion Torrent
PacBioRS II
+ + +
+ + +
+ - +
+ - +
+ eurofinsgenomics.eu
Millennium Science PacBioRS II + + + + mscience.com.au/view/
Oxford Nanopore
Technologies
MINion + + + + nanoporetech.com
Complete Genomics Nanoball arrays + + completegenomics.com
Table 2. NGS service providers. In the DNA sequencing column, TS is targeted sequencing, WG is whole-genome
sequencing, and WES is whole-exome sequencing. *RNA-seq includes whole transcriptome, mRNA, long, small, and
microRNA sequencing. **Methyl-seq (methylation sequencing) or epigenetic analysis is usually performed by bisulfite
sequencing and either NGS or capillary electrophoresis analysis (CEA). Other analyses such as MBD, MeDIP-seq, or
ChIP-seq may be provided. Helicos and PacBio platforms also enable the detection of methylation sites. ***AGRF =
Australian Genomic Research Facility. Most of the listed service providers also may perform sample and library
preparation, Sanger sequencing, specialist genotyping, data analysis, and bioinformatics service. Other service
providers can be accessed via the High-Throughput Sequencing Map site at http://omicsmaps.com.
6. Performance of NGS platforms and sequencing errors
All NGS systems produce unique sequencing errors and biases that need to be identified and
corrected. The major sequencing errors are largely related to high-frequency indel polymor‐
phisms, homopolymeric regions, GC- and AT-rich regions, replicate bias, and substitution
errors [89–91]. While the PGM quality scores underestimate the base accuracy, the Roche 454
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quality scores tend to overestimate the base accuracy. A key consideration for generating high-
quality, unbiased, and interpretable data from next-generation sequencing studies is to achieve
sufficient sequence depth and coverage for statistical certainty. Low sequencing depth can
contribute to high error rates stemming from base calling and mapping errors, which in turn
can affect the statistical significance for identifying true genotypes, nucleotide variants, and
single nucleotide polymorphism. Increased depth of coverage can help sequence alignment
mapping to differentiate between true variants and errors, although it might not resolve errors
due to assembly gaps. Good sequence library preparation is paramount to producing good
sequence depth and coverage. A number of different library methods are available to achieve
this goal depending on the NGS applications [55]. Sims et al. [92] reviewed in critical detail the
guidelines and precedents for optimal sequencing depth and coverage in regard to sequencing
genomes, exomes, transcriptomes, methylomes, and epigenomes by chromatin immunopre‐
cipitation and sequencing and/or chromosome conformation capture.
No single study has compared the performance of all the available NGS platforms simultane‐
ously using the same control genomic sequences. However, a comparison of three bench-top
sequencers, the Roche GS Junior, the Illumina MiSeq, and Ion PGM, revealed large differences
in cost, sequence capacity, and performance outcomes of genome depth, stability of coverage
and read lengths, and quality for sequencing bacterial genomes [54, 93]. Most sequencing
errors arose with indel polymorphisms, GC-rich regions, and homopolymeric regions. Overall,
the two laboratories concluded that all the machines had certain limitations that needed to be
taken into account when designing sequencing experiments [54, 93]. In a comparison of
bacterial genome sequencing between PacBio, Ion Torrent, and three Illumina machines
(MiSeq, GAIIx, and HiSeq 2000), the sequencers all provided high accuracy for GC-rich,
neutral, and moderately AT-rich genomes [94]. The main exception was the poor coverage in
the extremely AT-rich region of Plasmodium falciparum with a single 316 chip for the Ion Torrent
PGM that resulted in no coverage for 30% of the genome. In this study, PacBio generated the
longest reads but produced the least accurate SNP detection and the highest error rate of 13%
compared to 1.78% for Ion Torrent and less than 0.04% for the Illumina platforms. In a different
comparison, the performance of whole-genome sequencing platforms Illumina’s HiSeq2000,
Life Technologies’ SOLiD 4 and 5500xl SOLiD, and Complete Genomics’ sequencing system
were evaluated for their ability to call SNVs and to evenly cover the genome and specific
genomic regions [95]. The authors concluded that all the platforms had their shortfalls with a
pronounced GC bias in GC-rich regions and false-positive rates and that the best solution is
to integrate the sequencing data from the four different platforms because it combined the
strengths of different technologies. In an analysis of bacterial CREBBP exons, three different
NGS platforms appear to have worked comparably well for targeted exomic sequencing with
the percentage of total read numbers aligned to a reference sequence resulting in 99.8% for
Roche 454, 98.1% for Illumina MiSeq, and 90.7% for Ion Torrent PGM sequence reads [96].
However, the Illumina MiSeq data showed the highest substitution error rate, whereas the
PGM data revealed the highest indel error rate. On the other hand, there was little difference
between the Junior Roche and the Ion PGM platforms for ”in phase” sequence genotyping of
HLA loci, and either platform could be used with excellent results [16]. In this case, the lower
cost of reagents and a slightly quicker turnaround time favored the Ion PGM platform [97].
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Five sequencing platforms, Illumina HiSeq, Ion PGM, Ion Proton, PacBio RS, and Roche 454,
were tested in a comparative evaluation of RNA-seq reproducibility using reference RNA
standards at 19 laboratory sites [20]. The results showed high intraplatform and interplatform
concordance for expression measures across the deep-count regions but highly variable
reproducibility for splice junction and variant detection between all platforms. Despite fewer
bases sequenced, the Proton, PGM, and 454 platforms detected more known junctions
compared to Illumina HiSeq.
7. Bioinformatics: DNA and RNA data analysis and storage
Bioinformatics is a major rate-limiting step for NGS technology with respect to overcoming
the growing challenges of storage, analysis, and interpretation of NGS data [98–100]. There
are at least four tiers of nucleotide sequence analysis to consider when using the NGS platforms
[98–104]. The first is generation of sequence reads using the software integrated within the
sequencing instruments that convert the raw signals into base calling with short reads of
nucleotide sequences and associated quality scores. The second is the alignment and assembly
of contigs and scaffolds and variant detection. The third is annotation, data integration, and
visualization of the assembled sequence. The fourth is the amalgamation of all the data from
the different NGS platforms into a single, coherent, bioinformatic output with accessible links
and tools for general and particular biological or forensic interest. The Internet-web addresses
to source the bioinformatics tools and databases for NGS data analysis from the original raw
sequencing data to functional biology can be obtained from the following references [99–104]
and Table 3.
The raw sequencing signals produced by the manufacturer’s sequencing machine or system
are converted into nucleotide bases of short read data (base calling) with base quality scoring
using the system’s FASTQ format or the native raw data file formats (Illumina, SFF, HDF5,
CG, or SOLID). Storage of raw signal (image) and sequencing data as short read archives in
the FASTQ format or native raw data file formats is a problem in regard to computing resources
for many research sequencing laboratories and commercial service providers. Thus, the
conversion of FASTQ files to the more compact Sequence Alignment Map (SAM) format and
its compressed Binary Alignment Map (BAM) format is recommended because it is easier to
read and process for later bioinformatics analysis [99, 102]. The safe storage of the original raw
sequences is important for bioinformatics analysis and corrections because it is the source of
the initial sequencing errors that are either filtered out or left within the final assembled
sequence. Quality checks are necessary to remove reads with low phred levels, sequence errors,
and sequences such as primers, vectors, adapters, tags, and tails that were introduced exper‐
imentally during the preparation of the sequencing libraries [101]. Errors or biases associated
with raw reads from the Illumina, Roche, and SOLiD platforms are mainly fluorophore-
dependent errors, whereas the non-fluorophore platforms such as Ion Torrent produce their
own unique errors and biases [99, 101]. Therefore, many different signal and image detection
programs and base calling algorithms still need to be developed and tested in an attempt to
improve the accuracy of base calling [101}. The raw sequence data (a mixture of raw files and
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other metadata) from the NGS technologies can be submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive database for DNA studies and to Gene Expression Omnibus and ArrayExpress for
mRNA-seq or ChIP-Seq studies in order to receive a database accession number and to
reference the raw sequence data in scientific publications [105]. The Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) at NCBI also provides a fee-free, downloadable SRA computing toolkit to read the raw
graphs and files from the different NGS platforms and to convert between different file formats
(Table 3). Archive files in the SRA format (.sra) are converted into the FASTQ or SAM/BAM
formats for input to downstream analysis using software programs (Table 3) to undertake the
second tier analysis of sequence alignment (spliced and genomic), assembly, and variant
detection.
The requirement for sequence alignment and variant detection at the second tier of bioinfor‐
matics depends on the complexity of the NGS project. Small sequence reads from small
genomes (e.g., viruses) are less complex and easier to compute and align and assemble than
the many more reads generated from large genomes of mammals or higher plants. The transfer
of the preedited DNA data in the correct format to alignment and variant detection software
is generally straightforward and there are many free and commercial software packages
available to perform these tasks [99–104]. As often is the case, a single package does not suit
all analytical requirements. There may need to be a degree of interchange and testing to find
the best solutions as well as using appropriate and informative controls for standardization
and normalization. Schlotterer et al. [104] have reviewed programs for genotype and SNP
calling. ANGSD is a new multithreaded program suite that was developed recently to perform
association mapping, population genetic analyses (population structure measures, allele
frequency for cases and controls, admixture, and neutrality tests), SNP discovery, and
genotype calling using the raw sequence data and genotype likelihoods in NGS data of human
DNA samples for the 1000 Genomes Project [106].
The alignment of sequences to provide long assemblies (contigs and/or scaffolds) may take
two different paths. One is comparative mapping of short reads aligned to reference sequences
and the other is de novo assembly of overlapping reads [101]. The accuracy of de novo assembly
can be confirmed or improved by integrating it with comparative alignment mapping to
reference genomic sequences. Sequencing assemblers may employ different graph construc‐
tion algorithms and preprocessing and postprocessing filter computations to flag, correct, or
eliminate sequencing errors with no single computation solution. Some genome assemblers
forgo the preprocess filtering step and they all differ in their ease of use, in the accuracy,
efficiency, and quality of assembly, ability to fill gaps, and differentiate between error driven
variants and true variants or SNPs and in the detection and elimination of repeats and
sequencing errors [99]. According to El-Metwally et al. [99], an ideal assembler should have a
set of layers with clearly defined inputs, communication output messages to facilitate the
development of innovative, interactive, independent assemblers using the SAM/BAM file
formats and the language of FASTG (http://fastg.sourceforge.net) for the next-generation
environment. Another way to improve the quality of sequencing and assembly is to adopt a
hybrid approach by using two or more different sequencing platforms and assembly software.
A new software package anytag that fills gaps between paired-end reads to generate near-error-
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free contigs of up to 190 kb appears to be a fivefold improvement over existing de novo genome
assemblers such as soap and Newbler [107].
In a recent evaluation of the most commonly used de novo genome assemblers to assemble the
genomes of three vertebrate species (snake, bird, and fish) by Assemblathon, the authors
recommended not to trust the results of any single assembly, nor place too much faith in a
single metric of quality or accuracy, but instead to choose an assembler that excels in the area
of interest and expectation to provide sufficient coverage, continuity, and error-free bases
[108]. End users were reminded that the use of the assembly tools is not straightforward and
that they should first gain considerable familiarity with the computing hardware and software
and become aware of the ”ease of installation, use, and management” of each assembly tool.
Many problems with de novo genome assembly remain inherent with recognizing and
evaluating highly heterozygous and repetitive regions, segmental duplications, and sequenc‐
ing errors and gaps. This is complicated further by the different read lengths, read counts, and
error profiles that are produced by different NGS technologies. In addition, most assembled
genomic sequences in publicly accessible databases are at the level of or below a standard draft
(minimum standards for submission to public databases) rather than a ”high-quality draft”
assembly that is completed to at least 90% of the expected genome size.
The third tier of bioinformatics is to annotate, transcribe, and translate the genomic sequences
to a higher informatics level, such as defining gene exon coding (CDS) and noncoding (5′
noncoding, introns, and 3′ terminal end) untranslated regions (UTRs), alternate transcript
isoforms, signal peptides, repeat elements, and other nontranscribed regions such as viral
integration sites and chromosomal common fragile sites [103]. Genomic sequences of prokar‐
yotes are a thousand times smaller and less complex than those of eukaryotes and consequently
are easier to assemble and annotate. A typical methodology for prokaryote annotation
suggested by the National Pathogen Data Resource to annotate 1000 genomes is to first submit
the genomic sequence to the Rapid Annotation Server (RAST) at the Argonne National
Laboratory and receive back the protein-encoded genes (CDS), the RNA-encoded genes
(tRNAs and rRNAs), and identified subsystems such as metabolic pathways, complex
structures, and phenotypes (Table 3). This initial annotation should then be reanalyzed in detail
to find discrepancies between the sequence and the translation using any other public or
commercial genomic tools to fix miscalled genes and variants, frameshifts, insertion sequences,
and pseudogenes. The public web server CRISPRfinder detects and annotates the bacterial
CRISPRs and tandem repeat sequences that may impact on genes and pseudogenes (Table 3).
After the reanalysis and final fixes, the annotated and curated genome should be rerun through
RAST to update the subsystems output. Other useful web-based microbial annotation servers
can be accessed at MicroScope, BASys, and NCBI’s Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline
(PGAP), with additional software provided at Prokka (Table 3). A typical prokaryotic genome
annotation process is outlined at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annota‐
tion_prok/process/).
Eukaryote genome annotation is more complex and challenging than prokaryote genome
annotation. In an overview of the available tools and best practices for eukaryotic genome
annotation, Yandell and Ence [103] pointed to five basic categories of annotation software: (1)
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ab initio and evidence-drivable gene predictors; (2) EST, protein, and RNA-seq aligners and
assemblers; (3) choosers and combiners; (4) genome annotation pipelines; and (5) genome
browsers for curation. A typical eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline is outlined by NCBI
at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/process/. The essential first step for
eukaryote genome annotation and gene determination is to identify and mask repeat elements
(microsatellites, retrotransposons, and transposons) using RepeatMasker, Censor, or Win‐
dowMasker (Table 3). Without the initial masking step, the repeats would seed millions of
spurious BLAST alignments and create incorrect gene annotations and corrupt the genome
annotation with artifacts and false metadata. After masking, the annotation pipeline includes
the following steps: transcript, RNA-seq read, protein/domain alignments; guided/ab initio
gene model predictions; curated genomic sequence alignments; selection of the best evidence
based models; gene naming and locus typing; assignment of GeneIDs; and annotation of small
RNAs. In addition, there are the special considerations such as annotation of multiple assem‐
blies and updated assemblies before the annotated products can obtain an Annotation Release
number and a release date for availability in various NCBI resources, including the databases
for nucleotides, proteins, BLAST, gene, Map Viewer, and FTP sites. Other websites and tools
considered important for eukaryote annotation are BUSCO for assessing the “core” eukaryote
genes, Babelomics for the functional analysis of transcriptomic and genomic data, the PASA
and MAKER tools for updating annotations with RNA-seq data, and other data and informa‐
tion (Table 3). The annotated and mapped data can then be integrated, visualized, and
presented at a fourth tier of bioinformatics with genome browsers such as those displayed at
UCSC, Ensembl, JBrowse, Web Apollo (Table 3), and others such as Genome Maps [109]. The
new Emsembl 2015 provides an up-to-date genomic interpretation system for annotations,
query tools, and access methods for chordates and key model organisms [110].
Gene ontology is a bioinformatics initiative that provides (a) defined terms representing gene
product properties and pathways covering biological domains such as cellular components,
molecular function, and biological processes with their various subcategories and (b) func‐
tional annotation tools to find functions for large gene lists. It sits somewhere between the third
tier (annotation) and the fourth tier of bioinformatic analyses and structures. The first major
Gene Ontology (GO) project was founded in 1998 to address a need for standard filtered
descriptions of gene products across different databases. GO is a collaborative effort that
started between three model organism databases, FlyBase (Drosophila), the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD) and the Mouse Genome Database (MGD) but now incorporates many
databases for plant, animal, and microbial genomes. The GO Contributors page lists all
member organizations (http://geneontology.org/page/go-consortium-contributors-list). Some
other ontology providers among many are the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies
(OBBO), Reactome, DAVID, and the KEGG Pathway database (Table 3).
NGS manufacturers provide their own unique software for the first tier analysis to process the
raw acquisition data and produce read files that contain high-quality consensus reads for the
draft assemblies. However, only a few have attempted to include all three tiers of nucleotide
sequence analysis into a fourth tier that is an easily accessible single integrated package.
Illumina has provided the BaseSpace genomics cloud-computing program for integrated data
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storage and analysis (Table 3). This cloud storage and analysis program permits instrument
integration with sequence analysis viewing and access to a wide range of software applications
to align, assemble, and analyze reads and variants for RNA and DNA. These apply to various
workflows, including basic analyses for prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomics and transcrip‐
tomics, metagenomics, and for more specialist interests such as detection and analysis of tumor
variants, haplotype analysis, pathways and networks, forensic profiles, and many others, too
numerous to list here. In comparison, Ion Torrent has storage devices and servers with a web
browser driving the Torrent Suite Software (Table 3) on computers attached to their respective
sequencing instruments. The manufacturer’s software can be used to preprocess the DNA
sequencing read data before transferring the preedited data onto other analytical software
systems that are either provided by the manufacturer (vendor) or obtained from elsewhere.
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is an example of a fourth tier
bioinformatics provider (Table 3) that is a free, one-stop shop for DNA and RNA sequence
data, analysis, and information. There are direct links at NCBI to 65 accessible databases, 35
download sites (for databases, tools, and utilities), 17 public submission portals, and 60
computing tools for sequence and data analysis, reports, and tutorials. In addition, NCBI is a
resource for books and journals through its online library and the PubMed webpage.
Program Website
1. Aligner, assembly, and postassembly tools
MUMmer aligner http://mummer.sourceforge.net
Bowtie aligner http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml
TopHat RNA-seq aligner https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml
Anytag aligner http://sourceforge.net/projects/anytag/files/anytag2.0/
Soap de novo assembler http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapdenovo.html
Allpaths-LG assembler http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/allpaths-lg/blog/
Celera assembler http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
Velvet assembler https://www.ebi.ac.uk/~zerbino/velvet/
SPAdes assembler http://bioinf.spbau.ru/spades
Galaxy tools https://usegalaxy.org
Genomic tools http://molbiol-tools.ca/Genomics.htm
BaseSpace Illumina https://basespace.illumina.com/home/sequence
Torrent Suite Software http://www.lifetechnologies.com/torrentsuite
RATT: rapid annotation transfer tool http://ratt.sourceforge.net
2. Prokaryote annotation web servers
RAST http://www.nmpdr.org/FIG/wiki/view.cgi/FIG/RapidAnnotationServer
http://rast.nmpdr.org
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Program Website
CRISPRfinder http://crispr.u-psud.fr/Server/CRISPRfinder.php
Mreps http://bioinfo.lifl.fr/mreps/mreps.php
MicroScope https://www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microscope/home/index.php
BaSys https://www.basys.ca
PGAP http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_prok/
Prokka http://www.vicbioinformatics.com/software.prokka.shtml
3. Eukaryote annotation web servers
NCBI pipeline http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/process/
RepeatMasker http://www.repeatmasker.org/
Censor http://www.girinst.org/censor/
WindowMasker http://nebc.nerc.ac.uk/bioinformatics/docs/windowmasker.html
CEGMA tool http://korflab.ucdavis.edu/datasets/cegma/
BUSCO http://busco.ezlab.org
PASA http://pasapipeline.github.io
MAKER http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/maker.html
Babelomics http://www.babelomics.org
4. Archives and databases
DDBJ http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp
EMBL http://www.embl.org
GenBank http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
REPBASE http://www.girinst.org
dbSNP http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_summary.cgi
dbGAP http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap
Complete Genomics data http://www.completegenomics.com/public-data/
SRA http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
OMIM http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim
COSMIC http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic
ENCODE https://www.encodeproject.org
GTEx http://www.gtexportal.org
FANTOM http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp
Roadmap epigenomics http://www.roadmapepigenomics.org
Blueprint epigenomics http://www.blueprint-epigenome.eu
Regulome DB http://regulomedb.org
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Program Website
ExPASy proteomics http://www.expasy.org/proteomics/protein-protein_interaction
PRIDE proteomics http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/
FAME metabolomics http://f-a-m-e.fame-vu.cloudlet.sara.nl
Metabolomexpress https://www.metabolome-express.org
MetaboAnalyst http://www.metaboanalyst.ca
AromaDeg http://aromadeg.siona.helmholtz-hzi.de
EGA phenome https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/home
GOLD https://gold.jgi-psf.org
MG-RAST https://metagenomics.anl.gov
ViralZone http://viralzone.expasy.org
UCNEbase UC elements http://ccg.vital-it.ch/UCNEbase/
UCbase 2.0 UC elements http://ucbase.unimore.it/
DEG database http://www.essentialgene.org
PhylomeDB http://phylomedb.org/
Compara GeneTrees http://asia.ensembl.org
TreeFam http://treefam.genomics.org.cn
PANTHER http://pantherdb.org
FATCAT http://phylogenomics.berkeley.edu
HOGENOM database http://doua.prabi.fr
5. Gene ontology databases and tools
Gene Ontology Consortium http://geneontology.org
OBBO http://www.obofoundry.org, http://obofoundry.github.io
Reactome http://www.reactome.org/
DAVID 6.7 https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
KEGG Pathway database http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
6. Genome browsers, projects, and fourth tier providers
Kbase http://kbase.us/glossary/systems-biology/
Earth Microbiome Project http://www.earthmicrobiome.org
Terragenome Project http://www.terragenome.org
Tara Oceans Project http://ocean-microbiome.embl.de/companion.html
MetaHit project http://www.metahit.eu
Vertebrate Genome 10K http://genome10k.org
Human Microbiome http://hmpdacc.org
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Program Website
Personal Genome Project http://www.personalgenomes.org
1000 Genomes Project http://www.1000genomes.org
HapMap http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
UCSC browser https://genome.ucsc.edu
Ensembl browser http://www.ensembl.org
Jbrowse browser http://jbrowse.org
Web Apollo browser http://genomearchitect.org
NCBI mapview http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/mapview/
NCBI resources http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/all/ - tab-all_
KEGG http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
7. Optical mappers
BioNano mapper http://www.bionanogenomics.com
Whole-Genome Mapping http://opgen.com/genomic-services/what-is-whole-genome-mapping
8. NGS and bioinformatics software providers and biological databases
Omicsmap for NGS http://omicsmaps.com/
The NGS WikiBook http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Next_Generation_Sequencing_(NGS)
The Sequencing Marketplace http://allseq.com
Genomeweb https://www.genomeweb.com
Bioinformatic software http://seqanswers.com/wiki/Software/list
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_open-source_bioinformatics_software
http://bioinformaticssoftwareandtools.co.in
Bioinformatics Web http://www.bioinformaticsweb.net
Biological databases https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_biological_databases
Applied Bioinformatics http://www.appliedbioinformatics.com.au
Table 3. Useful websites for NGS tools, browsers, portals, providers, and online databases.
8. Impact and applications of NGS: Opening the doors into the world of
“omics”
All hereditary information is contained within the structure, organization, and function of an
organism’s genome. The continual emergence of many new public bioinformatics databases
(Table 3) on the World Wide Web demonstrates and reflects the impact of NGS on the life
sciences and our need to constantly develop new methods to interrogate and decode hereditary
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information in and around DNA (or RNA for some viruses) and its nucleotide sequences
(http://www.bioinformaticsweb.net).
Although genomics is a relatively young field, arguably starting sometime between 1976 with
the publication of the bacteriophage MS2 RNA genome [111] and 1986 when the word ”ge‐
nomics” was first used [112], it already has made an enormous impact on the life sciences. The
term ”genomics” coined by Thomas Roderick in 1986 encompassed the structure and function
of genes, and comparative genomics elucidated the hereditary relationships and evolution
within and between different species [112]. Since the advent of NGS, the meaning of ”genom‐
ics” has been narrowed more towards mapping the structure and organization of genomes
and differentiating between de novo sequences, resequenced genomes, exonic or targeted
sequences, and metagenomic sequences. The other implied meanings of ”genomics” are
attributed now to the suffix “-omics,” added to integrated fields undertaken on a large or
genome-wide scale such as transcriptomics, haplomics, methylomics, epigenomics, proteo‐
mics, metabolomics, nutrigenomics, physiomics, evolomics, epidemiomics, systeomics,
personomics, multinomics, etc. [113]. Thus, NGS broadens our understanding of structural
and functional genomics through the concepts of “omics” to provide new insight into the
workings and meaning of genetic conservation and diversity of living things (http://
www.nature.com/omics/index.html). It is more than ever about how different organisms use
genetics and molecular biology to survive and reproduce with and without mutations, disease,
and diversity within their own life cycles and within their population networks and changing
environmental conditions.
8.1. Genomics
A detailed organizational analysis and an understanding of the full landscape of a genome are
possible only after de novo whole-genome shotgun sequencing and annotation has been
performed [11]. WGS has had an enormous impact on viral, bacterial, and archaeal genomics
[114–117]. Some of these successes are provided in the metagenomics section (see section 8.5).
Others have reviewed the impact of WGS and genomics on fungi [118, 119], algae [120], animals
[121, 122], and humans [10, 13, 123–127]. WGS has become increasingly easier, faster, and
cheaper because of technological improvements and the availability of hundreds of sequenced
genomes that can be used as references for annotation. Although it seems unlikely that the
genomes of all the 11 million extant worldwide species will ever be or need to be sequenced,
the genomic sequences for a large number of eukaryote species are already available for
scientific scrutiny, including the genomes of some endangered vertebrate species that may
need assistance in the management of their breeding and survival [122]. In 2009, an interna‐
tional consortium established the Genome 10K Project to sequence and analyze the complete
genomes of 10,000 vertebrate species (http://genome10k.org).
NGS has blasted human genomics into an exciting new era of genetic investigation geared
towards humanomics and disease (see section 8.9) and the management of an individual’s life
cycle and health issues by way of personal genomes or personomics [123]. Targeted or whole-
genome resequencing of individuals from within the same or different species is aimed to
detect and catalogue SNPs, mutations, and sequence variants such as indels, copy number,
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and structural variations [14–16]. PCR-based candidate gene and whole-exome analysis are
two widely used methods that can be performed with higher coverage and at much lower cost
than whole-genome resequencing. Genotyping HLA genes of humans for clinical diagnosis or
research by sequencing the entire gene [97, 128] or just the exons [129] is an example of targeted
resequencing to identify polymorphisms that are important in tissue or cell matching for
transplantation [130]. Exomics is targeted specifically towards coding genes and discovering
exonic mutations responsible for rare Mendelian disorders such as hearing loss, intellectual
disabilities, and movement disorders and for investigating common disorders such as heart
disease, hypertension, diabetes, and cancer [13, 123, 125], and many others that are listed at
the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (Table 3, [49]). In contrast to WES,
WGS can assess alterations in the coding genes and the regulatory and noncoding regions [123,
126], especially multiallelic copy number variations [127]. Cancer research has shown that it
is important to target all types of somatic/germ-line genetic alterations, including nucleotide
substitutions, small insertions and deletions (indels), CNVs, and chromosomal rearrange‐
ments in the noncoding regions [13, 15, 123]. WGS has been used to identify variants, indels,
and multiple numbers of genes involved in rare and common diseases such as Charcot-Marie-
Tooth neuropathy, dopa-responsive dystonia, acquired essential thrombocytosis, erythrocy‐
tosis, and many others [123, 126].
8.2. Transcriptomics and RNA sequencing
RNA-seq is the NGS method that sequences the transcriptome, that is, all the RNA transcript
sets expressed by the genome in cells, tissues, and organs at different stages of an organism’s
life cycle [12, 18, 19, 20, 30]. High-throughput RNA sequencing using cDNA fragments was
first employed in mammalian cells [131] and yeast [132], and now it is used for a wide range
of organisms [133]. Without transcriptome data, the genome sequence alone is of limited use
for understanding the intricacies of genome function in biology. RNA-seq provides technical
reliability and sensitivity and unambiguous maps of the transcribed regions of the genome
with high accuracy in quantitative expression levels, identification of tissue-specific transcript
variants and isoforms (SNPs and mutations), transcription boundaries and splicing events,
transcription factors, and small and large noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) involved in the regulation
of gene expression [131–137].
At least 90% of the mammalian genome is actively transcribed to produce different classes of
ncRNAs [135, 136], including ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), microRNA
(miRNA), small nuclear RNA (snRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), small interfering
RNA (siRNA), PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA), and large intergenic noncoding RNA (lincR‐
NA) [138–141] and retrotransposons [142–146]. The known classes of functional ncRNAs
consists largely of those supporting protein translation (ribosomal, transfer, and small
nucleolar RNAs), transcript splicing (snRNAs) [137, 138], and miRNA that target conserved
binding sites of mRNAs to decrease their stability [139]. The new class of small piRNA was
discovered to interact with PIWI regulatory proteins and RNA to silence transposons in the
germ line and regulate gene expression in the soma [140]. The lincRNAs are expressed by a
different class of actively transcribed RNA genes and they have diverse roles in processes such
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as cell cycle regulation, immune responses, brain processes, and gametogenesis [147–150]. A
substantial fraction of lincRNAs binds to chromatin-modifying proteins and may modulate
gene expression by bringing together protein complexes for specific functions [150].
Defective splicing of transcripts and expression levels are believed to contribute to at least 50%
of inherited human diseases [151]. Altered expression levels of specific isoforms or alleles have
been identified in ischemic stroke, type 2 diabetes, colorectal cancer, chronic lymphocytic
leukemia, and many other diseases [30]. Dysregulation of gene expression, splicing, and other
editing events in specific cell types have been associated also with the pathogenesis of
cardiovascular diseases, neurological disorders, and different cancers [137, 151–153]. Similarly,
different classes of small and large ncRNAs have been found to be associated with different
diseases and cancers [147–149]. The expressed information of the transcriptome varies
enormously between different cells of a multicellular organism and depends on the cell type
and its functional and temporal state. At least two important databases, the Encyclopedia of
DNA Elements (ENCODE) and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) (Table 3), have focused
on mapping functional elements at high resolution and the regulation of gene expression and
the transcriptome in different tissues of humans. The GTEx project is one of the most recent
projects that have generated a large amount of RNA sequence data by RNA-seq technology to
investigate the patterns of transcriptome variation across 43 tissues and 1641 samples from 175
postmortem individuals [153]. The analysis included 20,110 protein-coding genes and 11,790
lncRNAs with 88% and 71%, respectively, detected in at least one sample. A relatively small
number of genes (a few hundred) were expressed for most tissues with a definite, differential
modular profile showing tissue-preferential expression. In addition, 3,046 protein-coding
genes were expressed together with an adjoining repeat element such as Alu, L1, ERV, Tigger,
and Charlie [153]. These findings provide a better systematic understanding of the heteroge‐
neity among a diverse set of human tissues and the enormous complexity and variation
involved in the regulation of genome expression.
8.3. Methylomics and epigenomics
Epigenomics is the study of heritable gene regulation that does not involve the DNA nucleotide
coding sequence itself but acts on a genome-wide scale via DNA nucleotide methylation and
posttranslational modifications of histones, the interaction between transcription factors and
their targets, and nucleosome positioning [23–30]. Methylomics is the genome-wide analysis
of DNA methylations and their effects on gene expression and heredity [28]. Methyl-seq uses
NGS to analyze and map DNA cytosine methylation at single-base resolution usually by
employing bisulfite DNA sequencing [24, 25]. Treatment of genomic DNA with sodium
bisulfite converts cytosines but not methylcytosines to uracils so that the uracils are PCR
converted and sequence differentiated at the SNP locations as thymidines and the methylcy‐
tosines are sequenced as cytosines. Bisulfite DNA sequencing is used widely for DNA
methylation profiling in various organisms as well as humans for assessing disease genes [23,
27, 29].
ChIP-seq is chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) that is followed by NGS sequencing. It
permits genome-wide profiling of DNA-binding proteins and histone and nucleosome
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modifications [30]. The ChIP-seq technology was partly adapted from microarray ChIP-chip
technology and first implemented in 2007 and since then has been used widely to analyze
transcription factor binding sites, histone modifications, and chromatin-modifying complexes
and sequences in a wide variety of organisms [154]. ChIP-seq provides higher resolution, less
noise, and greater coverage than the array-based ChIP-chip method that was previous used,
and therefore, it has become the preferred tool for studying gene regulation and epigenetic
mechanisms. Two other NGS tools commonly used for epigenetic studies are Hi-C and ChIA-
PET that provide insights into the global 3D organization of eukaryote genomes [30]. Hi-C
utilizes NGS on cross-linked DNA fragments to identify the DNA regions such as promoters,
enhancers, and insulators that come together to mediate their regulatory activities. ChIA-PET
uses immunoprecipitation of crosslinked-interacting protein-DNA and paired-end sequenc‐
ing to reveal the interaction between enhancer and promoter regions located at intergenic
distances away from each other but either on the same (cis) or different (trans) chromosomes
[30]. de Wit and de Laat [155] provided an overview of the various derived chromosomal
conformation capture (3C) methods, including 4C (chromosome conformation capture-on-
chip) and 5C (chromosome conformation carbon copy) and their application in the study of
chromatin interactions. Two epigenomic databases on the Internet, the NIH Roadmap
Epigenomics Project and Blueprint (Table 3), catalogue the chemical modifications to the
genome and how they activate gene expression in human tissues and cell types.
8.4. Proteomics, metabolomics, and systeomics
Proteomics is the large-scale study of the structure, function, identification, and characteriza‐
tion of peptides and proteins [113, 156, 157]. This includes information on protein abundance,
variations and polymorphisms, modifications, and their interactions and networks in cellular
processes. As a first step, the sequence translation of open reading frames of genomes, exons,
and transcripts using a codon table and one or more bioinformatics tools is the simplest way
of constructing proteomic profiles from NGS data. However, this is not the only analytical
protocol used in the domain of proteomics, and protein specialists often employ a variety of
other hardware and software tools to build up an organism’s peptide and protein profiles.
Among these are the detection and analysis of proteins and their functions by two-dimensional
polyacrylamide gels, liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry,
affinity-tagged proteins, and yeast two-hybrid assays [156, 157]. A number of public databases
for proteomics and protein-protein interactions are available on the Internet such as ExPASy
and PRIDE (Table 3).
Metabolomics is the study of an organism’s total metabolic response to an environmental
stimulus or a genetic modification [113]. The metabolomics of organisms are drawn indirectly
from NGS data, mainly from the known functions of enzymes and proteins involved in
metabolic and biochemical pathways. Metabolomics data also provide biochemical and
physiological snapshots of processes that are obtained from cellular and tissue experimental
studies using various technologies of separation (gas chromatography, high-performance
liquid chromatography, and capillary electrophoresis) and detection (mass spectrophotome‐
try, NMR spectrometry, ion mobility, and thin-layer chromatography) [158]. Metabolomics is
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an important part of functional genomics for determining the phenotypic effects of genetic
manipulations such as gene deletions, insertions, and mutations. Nutrigenomics is an arm of
metabolomics that links genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and microbio‐
mics together in an examination of the effects of nutrition and energy metabolism on gene
expression in relation to an organism’s genotype [113, 159]. The use of constraint-based
methods such as the Flux Balance Analysis to design models of metabolite flow in microbes
has connected ”omic” to phenotypes in the science of Fluxomics [160]. Some web-based
metabolomic resources include FAME, AromaDeg, Metabolomexpress, and MetaboAnalyst
(Table 3).
Systeomics is the integration of genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and phenomics into a
single network system. It is a branch of biology that uses computational techniques to analyze
and model how the components of a biological system such as cells or organisms interact with
each other to produce the characteristics and behavior of that system [160–162]. Systeomics is
a biology-based interdisciplinary field applied to biomedical and biological scientific research
that focuses on complex interactions within biological systems using a holistic approach. For
example, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Genomic Science program uses microbial and plant
genomic data, high-throughput analytical technologies, and modeling and simulation to
develop a predictive understanding of biological systems behavior relevant to solving energy
and environmental challenges (http://doegenomestolife.org). The U.S. Department of Energy
Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase) is a software and data platform for systems biology
mechanisms (Table 3) to assist with the prediction and design of biological functions of
microbes and plants. KBase integrates data, tools, and their associated interfaces into one
unified, scalable environment to allow users to upload their own data for analysis, to build
models, and to share and publish their workflows and conclusions. Another example is the
Kyoto Encylopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), which is a database resource to integrate
high-level functions and utilities of biological systems from molecular-level information (Table
3). Other “omics” that contribute to the ”omic” lexicon and biology are epidemiomics [163],
physionomics [113], variomics [164], and phenomics [165–167]. In the case of phenomics, the
European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) provides accession numbers that refer to the
relationship between genomics and phenotype/traits, such as the physical and biochemical
traits of humans (Table 3). It integrates physical traits or phenotypes with genomics, tran‐
scriptomics, methylomics, proteomics, and metabolomics [166].
8.5. Metagenomics and microbiomes
Metagenomics, or beyond genomics, is the study of the total genomic content of a microbial
community that bridges the three domains of life, Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukaryotes [100, 114–
118, 168–179]. The total DNA and/or RNA is isolated from a microbial population without
prior cultivation, sequenced, and compared with previously known sequences to identify
known species or to discover previously unknown species. Some of the environments from
which microbial communities are isolated and studied include aquatic and terrestrial envi‐
ronments, host-associated ecosystems, and various human engineered systems such as those
involved with food, water, and waste production, agriculture, animal husbandry, and various
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human and animal habitations [100, 115, 168, 169]. Hospitals are a worrying source of patho‐
genic microorganisms, especially those that develop resistance to commonly used medical
antibiotics [115, 168]. Thus, NGS is an important growing application for epidemiological
studies of various pathogens, such as mycobacteria, S. aureus, E. coli, cholera, influenza, HIV,
Ebola virus, etc. [169–171]. The Earth Microbiome Project (http://www.earthmicrobiome.org)
is an ambitious multidisciplinary attempt to analyze microbial communities across the globe
using approximately 500,000 reconstructed microbial genomes.
The earliest metagenomic studies targeted 16S rRNA genes to genotype and identify the
different species within the environment before the first NGS microbial studies using the Roche
pyrosequencing and Illumina platforms targeted mining sites and the surface waters of the
gulfs, seas, and oceans [114, 169]. Many big projects and consortia for sequencing metagenomes
have been launched in the past 10 years, such as the TerraGenome project for soils (Table 3)
and the Tara Oceans project on the microbiome, eukaryotic plankton, and viromes of the global
oceans [172–174].
Microbes colonize the human body (microbiome) in numbers that are estimated to outnumber
human genes and somatic cells by more than 100-fold [175]. These microbes (viruses, prokar‐
yotes, and eukaryotic microbes) occupy various anatomical habitats including gut, skin,
vagina, and oral mucosa and are believed to markedly influence human physiology, nutrition,
and health [175–177]. Advances in NGS and computing methods have enabled human
microbiome studies such as the MetaHit project and the Human Microbiome Project (HMP)
(Table 3). In May 2015, SRA that was established by NCBI in 2008 to store raw sequence data
from the NGS technologies had over 2,068 trillion open access nucleotides in its database to
massively outgrow GenBank, EMBL, and DDBJ for bacterial sequence storage. The genomic
sequences continue to accumulate in other databases as well [114], such as 47,083 prokaryotic
genomes projected for Genomes Online Database (GOLD) [178] and 152,927 metagenomes for
the MG-RAST server [179]. As of October 2014, the GOLD database contained 544 metage‐
nomics studies associated with 6726 metagenome samples, whereas MG-RAST held 150,039
metagenomic samples, of which 20,415 were publicly available (Table 3). Recently, Zelezniak
et al. [180] gathered and modeled NGS 16S rRNA sequence data to map interspecies metabolic
exchanges and resource competition based on the genomic potential encoded by the microbial
communities. They analyzed more than 1,297 communities and 261 species in soil, water, and
human gut samples and concluded that the interplay between competitive and cooperative
strategies for resources and the ability to exchange metabolites, such as amino acids and sugars,
shapes the composition of microbial communities.
8.6. Comparative genomics, phylogenomics, and the phylomes of life
Comparative  genomics  and phylogenomics  via  NGS and the  phylome (complete  collec‐
tion of all gene phylogenies in a genome) provide powerful applications for classifying and
understanding the  differences  and similarities  of  all  life  forms and for  unraveling  their
evolutionary histories  [100,  116,  176,  181–186].  The three basic  domains of  life,  Bacteria,
Archaea, and Eukarya, were first identified and classified phylogenetically on the basis of
ribosomal RNA sequences [181]. Although Bacteria and Archaea are both placed into the
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kingdom of  the  Prokaryotes  or  Monera  (lacking a  membrane-bound nucleus,  mitochon‐
dria,  and chloroplasts but containing a cell  wall),  their separate rRNA sequence clusters
clearly  divided  them  into  distinct  domains  [181].  The  Eukarya  (eukaryotes)  have  been
subdivided into four basic kingdoms, Protista, Fungi (Mycota), Plantae (Metaphyta), and
Animalia (Metazoa) [182]. However, on the basis of metagenomic and phylogenomic studies
and NGS data, the classifications and nomenclatures of eukaryotes continue to be revised
and organized into other supergroups such as Amoebozoa, Opsthokonta, Ecavata, Archae‐
plastida (Plantae),  SAR (Stra/Alveo/Rhizaria),  and Incertae sedis [183,  184].  On the other
hand, because viruses do not have rRNA genes,  they have missed out on a life-domain
classification [185, 186]. There is still a strong debate about whether or not viruses without
rRNA genes should be classified as a separate life form (a fourth domain) or simply be
viewed as exogenous parasites, infectious agents, and endogenous mobile elements that are
dependent on and exist within the life forms of the three defined domains [185, 186]. Viruses
impact  greatly  on  all  life  forms,  so  they  are  a  major  interest  for  NGS applications  and
phylogenomics [34, 114, 174, 187–189], especially emerging viruses such as dengue, Ebola,
Chikungunya, MERS, lyssavirus, and norovirus (http://viralzone.expasy.org), which are of
a great concern to human health [114, 171, 189].
NGS, phylogenomics, and taxonomy profiling during the past decade has greatly expand‐
ed our knowledge of the diversity of bacterial genomes from the same and different species
[116,  190],  with  the  discovery  of  many  DNA  sequence  repeats  and  transposons  that
contribute to at least 10% of the genome and play an important role in immunity [100, 191].
Archaea and thermophiles have a large proportion of their genomes consisting of defense
genes often localized in genomic islands as a consequence of horizontal gene transfers [191,
192]. For example, the family of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPRs) and the CRISPR-associated proteins in the CRISPR-Associated System (CAS) that
have an important role in the host’s adaptive immunity to pathogens and as responders to
environmental stress [192–194] have been translocated between different prokaryote strains
and species [191, 192]. CAS includes distinct gene families of 50 or more that show strong
evidence  of  extensive  plasticity  and horizontal  gene  transfer  to  protect  prokaryote  cells
against the replication of phage and plasmids that integrate into the CRISPR locus [193–
195].  Moreover,  the CRISPR/CAS systems have been developed as an “in vitro” genetic
engineering tool to be transfected into the cells of various organisms to manipulate their
genes [196], including the foreign defense system introduced into human cells against HIV-1
infection [197].  Other bacterial  defense systems that have been studied or discovered by
NGS  include  the  toxin/anti-toxin,  antigen,  novel  restriction-modification,  and  DNA
phosphorathioation systems as well as those involved with infection-induced dormancy or
programmed  cell  death  [192].  Genomic  sequencing  also  has  revealed  new  bacterial
microcompartments, protein structures, or organelles that are used in metabolic pathways
[198], such as those involved in carbon fixation and metabolism of amino alcohols, ethanol,
rhamnose, and fucose [199]. Bacterial genomes also provide sequences for phylogenetic and
gene comparisons, taxonomic classification, transcriptomics, and methylomics and for the
assessment  of  sequence  diversity  and variants  for  a  better  understanding of  gene  func‐
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tions [100]. Although the classical operon structure predominates in bacteria and archaea,
a variety of other transcription unit  architectures have been elucidated [100].  More than
4,661 transcription units have been described with an average of 1.7 promoters per operon,
and transcription factor binding sites have been determined for virtually all the transcrip‐
tion factors in E. coli [100]. DNA methylation was first discovered in bacterial restriction-
modification systems with diverse functions in addition to cellular defense [200], and it is
now seen as an evolutionarily conserved form of transcriptional repression and an ancestral
form of defense against foreign DNA molecules and transposons and other mobile elements
in all life forms [201].
Phylogenomics has been used to reevaluate the evolutionary affiliation between archaea
and  eukaryotes  and  to  infer  that  the  nuclear  lineage  in  eukaryotes  emerged  from  the
archaeal radiation and most probably from the archaeal TACK superphylum [202]. Recently,
Spang et al. [203] sequenced uncultivated metagenomes from a deep-sea vent and discov‐
ered novel archaeal genomes in the new phylum that they named ”Lokiarchaeota.” These
novel  archaea  contain  homologues  of  many  eukaryotic  proteins  that  function  in  the
endomembrane system and in phagocytosis, including actin and related proteins, and Ras
superfamily GTPases, suggesting that this newly discovered phylum is the missing link in
eukaryogenesis.  Although  eukaryotes  possess  the  membrane-enclosed  mitochondrial
organelle and prokaryotes do not, the eukaryotic mitochondria are believed to have evolved
from a bacterial system, probably by endosymbiosis [204] involving an ancestor within the
bacterial  phylum  Alphaproteobacteria  [205].  Although  mitochondrial  phylogenomics
suggests a monophyletic origin and assemblage, it  is now evident that the mitochondria
are genetic chimeras and functional mosaics with the bulk of the mitochondrial proteome
originating during eukaryote evolution outside the Alphaproteobacteria and other bacteri‐
al phyla. It seems that the mitochondrial genome has expanded and contracted in various
lineages  during  evolution  with  much  of  the  original  mitochondrial  genetic  information
transferred to the nucleus [205]. Eukaryotic diploid cells appear to have evolved 2 billion
years after haploid prokaryotes,  and their evolution from proto-eukaryotic cells,  such as
the multinucleated Giardia organism [206], seems to have involved chromosomal crossing
over  from mitotic  recombination  to  meiosis  and  to  sexual  reproduction  where  a  set  of
chromosomes is inherited from each parent [207]. The genomes of diploid eukaryotes are
usually  larger  than  those  in  haploid  prokaryotes  probably  because  greater  information
complexity is needed by multicellular organisms to regulate and coordinate the multiple
stages of their life cycles with the added requirement for more molecular regulatory systems
to communicate and interact between multiple tissues and organs [206].
Eukaryotic genomes vary markedly in size and gene number and appear to be variable in
their susceptibility to polyploidy (a doubling of the diploid sets of chromosomes), redundan‐
cy, duplication, and the persistent accumulation of interspersed repeats and mobile elements
[208–210]. For example, the genomes of plants can range from the simplest like Ostreococ‐
cus tauri  with a 12.6 Mb genome, containing less than 8,000 genes and minimal genome
duplication [211], to the highly complex such as the canopy and pale-petal flowering plant
Paris japonica, with a 150 Gb genome and eight sets of chromosomes derived by allopolyploi‐
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dy and hybridization of four species [212]. The genomic size of Paris japonica,  which has
still to be fully sequenced, is 50 times larger than the human genome and extends the range
of genome sizes to 2,400-fold across angiosperms and 66,000-fold across eukaryotes [212].
Genome  duplication  and  polyploidy,  both  recent  and  ancient,  have  contributed  to  the
considerable genomic complexity in eukaryotes, particularly in plants, amoeba, fungi, and
vertebrates [208–223]. Following ancient polyploidization, most duplicated genes are deleted
by  intrachromosomal  recombination,  a  process  referred  to  as  fractionation,  and  any
remaining evidence for the polyploidy event is not easy to find by phylogenomic analy‐
sis  [214].  Nevertheless,  a  phylogenomic  comparison  of  gene  duplications  in  a  four-way
comparison of paralogous regions in tunicate, fish, mouse, and human provided unmistak‐
able  evidence  of  two  distinct  genome  duplication  events  (the  2R  event)  early  in  verte‐
brate evolution and before the divergence of fish and mammalian lineages [215], as was
proposed by Ohno in 1970 [216]. Interestingly, polyploidy also can occur in humans during
normal development and cancer [208, 209]. Fetal polyploidy in the form of triploidy (69,XXX
chromosomes) and tetraploidy (92,XXXX chromosomes) is a rare and lethal event, result‐
ing in spontaneous abortions or brief postpartum survival times [208], whereas polyploi‐
dy is common in stressed tissues and cells and in tumor development [208, 209]. On the
other hand, comparative genomic studies have revealed that polyploidy is common in the
evolutionary history of many different flowering plants [208, 214],  for example, between
different species of the allopolyploid tobacco plants, Nicotiana  section Repandae [217]. In
comparing the allotetraploid genomes of Nicotiana repanda and Nicotiana nudicaulis, it was
assessed that the loss of low-copy sequences along with the loss of duplicate copies of genes
and upstream regulators reflects genome diploidization, whereas genome size divergence
between the allopolyploids is manifested through differential accumulation and/or deletion
of  high-copy-number  sequences  and  transposable  elements  [217].  Diploidization  and
genome size change in Nicotiana allopolyploids is associated with differential dynamics of
low- and high-copy sequences [218]. The induction of polyploidy is a common technique
to  overcome  the  sterility  of  a  hybrid  species  during  plant  breeding;  therefore,  many
agriculturally important plants such as the genus Brassica are polyploids [219-221]. Wheat,
after millennia of hybridization and modification by humans, has strains that are diploid
(2  sets  of  chromosomes),  tetraploid  (4  sets  of  chromosomes),  and  hexaploid  (6  sets  of
chromosomes) [222, 223], whereas the invasive weed Spartina anglica has up to 12 sets of
chromosomes [224].
A recent comparative genomic study has revealed how genomes change with speciation in an
examination of genomes from five cichlid fish species, an ancestral lineage from the Nile, and
four species from the East Africa lakes, Tanganyika, Malawi, and Victoria [225]. Compared to
the ancestral Nile lineage, the East African cichlid genomes had many alterations in regulatory
elements, accelerated evolution of protein-coding elements in genes for pigmentation, an
excess of gene duplications, and other distinct features that affect gene expression associated
with transposable element insertions and novel microRNA. Each species contains a reservoir
of mutations different from the other species [225]. Much of the diversity between species
evolves in a nonparallel manner often rapidly due to sexual selection and genetic conflicts
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between males and females and between different regions of the genome at a regulatory level
rather than by the slower and weaker forces of classical natural selection [226].
Most genomes range between newly derived genes and the ultraconserved or the essential
core coding and noncoding genes [100, 227, 228]. Comparative genomics has resulted in the
discovery of ultraconserved noncoding elements (UCNE) across different phyla, starting with
481-long segments (>200 bp) that are 100% conserved between orthologous regions of the
human, rat, and mouse genomes and 95% to 99% conserved in chicken and dog genomes [229].
A more recent comparison of 28 vertebrate genomes identified millions of additional con‐
served elements with distinct types of functional elements including regulatory motifs present
in the promoters and untranslated regions of coregulated genes, insulators that constrain
domains of gene expression, and conserved secondary structures in RNAs and in develop‐
mental regulators [230]. A webpage at http://ultraconserved.org provides study protocols,
computer software, and references dedicated to ultraconserved elements [229]. Also, there are
at least two databases for the conserved noncoding elements and the genomic regulatory
blocks (Table 3), the UCNEbase for human and chicken [231], and the UCbase 2.0 for the 481
UCNE that were longer than 200 bp and that were discovered in the genomes of mammals
[229]. The UCNEbase suggests that the evolution of species depends more on innovation and
change in regulatory sequences than in proteins [231]. Indeed, there are essential genes that
are indispensable for the survival of an organism and therefore are considered a foundation
of life. The database of essential genes (DEG) (Table 3) catalogues known essential genomic
elements, such as protein-coding genes and noncoding RNAs, within the bacteria, archaea,
and eukaryotes that constitute a minimal genome and are useful for annotating newly
sequenced genomes [232].
Phylomes provide the combined analysis of genome-wide collections of phylogenetic trees to
aid in the inference of orthological and paralogical relationships and the detection of evolu‐
tionary events such as whole-genome duplication (polyploidization), gene family expansion
and contraction, horizontal gene transfer, recombination, inversion, and incomplete lineage
sorting [233, 234]. The online PhylomeDB v4 database was created as a phylogenomic reposi‐
tory and is useful for preliminary phylogenetic data analysis of genomes of interest from
various phyla as well as for annotating newly derived genomic sequences [234]. As an example,
Fig. 1 shows the PhylomeDB analysis of the duplications of the RLTPR gene, a gene that was
first discovered in humans in 2004 [235]. The PhylomeDB analysis shows that the RLTPR gene
has two paralogs, LRRC16B and LRRC16, which were generated by two separate duplication
events at least prior to the divergence of mice and humans (Fig. 1). The functions of RLTPR
are not well characterized, but its distinct functional domains suggest that it may multitask in
protein-protein interactions, as recently demonstrated in the development of regulatory T cells
in mice [236]. The analytical approach to find orthologous and paralogous relationships with
maximum genomic coverage for the RLTPR gene is both gene-centric and genome-wide in
PhylomeDB. Also of particular interest are the well-conserved genomic mechanisms of innate
immunity, such as Apolipoprotein B Editing Catalytic subunit proteins 3 (APOBEC3s) in
mammals that mutate and inactivate viral genomes [237]. Other phylogenetic databases that
complement PhylomeDB in a comparative analysis are Ensembl Compara GeneTrees,
TreeFam, PANTHER, PhyloFacts FATCAT, and the HOGENOM database (Table 3).
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Figure 1. RLTPR gene tree shows the RLTPR gene orthologs and paralogs in 10 vertebrate species. The human gene
RLTPR (NCBI Gene ID: 146206), first reported in 2004 [235], was used as the search query for the Phylome tree at
http://phylomedb.org with the phylome data settings of AS seed in (Qf0) mouse phylome (2) and JTT (lk:-27586.1). The
tree shows the speciation events (blue squares) and three duplication events (red squares) at the nodes with the first
duplication event arising early in vertebrate evolution before the divergence of fish and mammalian lineages [215].
8.7. Mobilomics and Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT)
The science of mobile genetic elements (mobilomics) developed long before the advent of
genomics and NGS [238]. The 1983 Nobel Prize winner Barbara McClintock first reported the
existence of mobile elements as jumping genes in maize in the late 1940s [239]. The discovery
of new classes and families of DNA transposons and autonomous and nonautonomous
retrotransposons continued slowly for the next five decades until the first online repeat
element screening webserver CENSOR and database REPBASE (Table 3) was established by
Jerzy Jurka and his colleagues between 1992 and 1996 [240, 241]. Since then, RepeatMasker
(Table 3) and other tools such as Mobster [242], Red [243], and Visual TE [244] have followed
on to help define the mobilome, the totality of mobile genetic elements in a particular genome.
A list and description of some of the families, types, and classes of transposons and retro‐
transposons in prokaryotes and eukaryotes can be found in the following reviews [238, 245–
251]. A recent survey of repeats and mobile elements that affect genomic stability has eluci‐
dated how some bacteria can control the mobilome through postsegregation killing systems
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[192–195, 247]. Different classes of TEs are found in the genomes of different eukaryotes that
contribute to at least 50% of the human genome [237] and up to 90% of the maize genome [252].
In humans, there are solitary Long Terminal Repeats (LTR) and LTR retrotransposons
(endogenous retroviruses) that are characterized by the presence of LTR at both ends; Long
Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs) like L1 that represent families of non-LTR TEs about
6 kb in length and encode two proteins, a nucleic acid chaperone, and a reverse transcriptase/
nuclease for retrotransposition; Nonautomomous Miniature Inverted-Repeat Transposable
Elements (MITEs); Mammalian-wide Interspersed Repeats (MIRs), an ancient family of tRNA-
derived SINEs exapted as enhancers and regulatory sequences; and Short Interspersed Nuclear
Elements (SINEs) like Alu that are usually less than 300 bp and need a helper transposon
element like L1 for transposition [245]. Most ERVs, SINEs, and LINEs in the human genome
are now remnants of past insertions and are no longer capable of actively ”jumping” like
functional TEs [238, 245, 248]. Indeed, many of the TE ancient relics have undergone exaptation
and developed new functions, such as transcript repeat elements, within regulatory gene
networks to generate lineage-specific adaptation [145, 249].
The importance of widespread HGT in creating genomic diversity in microbes has been
highlighted  by  the  many  comparative  genomic  studies  using  metagenome  data  [191].
Comparative genomic analysis of different strains of E. coli revealed that up to 30% of genes
in  pathogenic  strains  were  acquired  by  HGT  often  creating  duplication  events  and
modifying metabolic networks by adding operons that encode two or more enzymes [253].
Comparative genomics of photosynthetic prokaryotes revealed that they have evolved as
complex mosaics via multiple HGT events [254]. Similarly, photosynthetic gene clusters and
gene clusters  that  encode various toxins,  resistance genes,  metabolic  genes,  and compo‐
nents of secretion systems appear to be the products of HGT [247, 253–255]. Indeed, many
HGT events probably were mediated by genomic mobile elements, such as bacteriophag‐
es,  plasmids,  viruses,  transposable elements,  and toxin/antitoxin systems that  are persis‐
tent in all life forms [191, 228, 246, 255, 256].
Before the new millennium, transposons and repeat elements were largely viewed as junk and
as parasites that created unnecessary burden on the genome. Comparative genomics and
online databases dedicated to transposons and repeat elements such as SINES, LINES, and
ERVs, however, began to change this picture in the 1990s, and it soon became evident that
these elements were the drivers of evolutionary innovation. Many integrated transposons
mutate with time to interact with the host transcriptional machinery and therefore provide a
useful substrate for evolution of novel regulatory elements [145, 228, 255–258]. Moreover, some
of the ancient integrated retrotransposons appear to have been involved in advantageous
segmental genomic duplications such as in the major histocompatibility complex region [259–
261], and others have dispersed regulatory controls to provide coordinated regulation across
the genome [257, 258].
8.8. Agrigenomics
Agrigenomics or agricultural genomics can be defined as the research and development
activities that translate NGS and genomics technology into a better understanding of plant
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biology and advancing crop improvements. During the past decade, NGS had an enormous
impact on developing fundamental genome resources to directly address many of today’s
concerns in agriculture and agronomics. Since the publication in 2000 of the first plant genome,
Arabidopsis thaliana, 54 new plant genomes were published by 2013 [221] followed by at least
another 6 plant genomes including the hexaploid bread wheat genome [223]. In reviewing the
first 55 plant genomes, Michael and Jackson [221] concluded that, although these genomes
have provided a glimpse at the gene number, types, and numbers of repeats and genomic
growth, contraction, and rearrangement, we are only just at the beginning of defining the
functional aspects of plant genomes ”and various other ‘omics’ data layered on genomes.”
8.9. Humanomics, personomics, and health
The accumulation of knowledge on the human genome and its genetic and molecular processes
(humanomics) has amplified considerably since the first draft assembly was published in 2001
[262]. The first human hybrid genome took about 15 years to sequence and assemble, and when
released to the public, it covered 90% of the euchromatic genome, contained about 250,000
gaps, and had many errors in the nucleotide sequence [43, 44]. Ten years after the publication
of the first human draft sequence, six more human genome sequences were completed with a
much greater coverage and accuracy, enabling more informative comparisons to be made
between them [7, 8, 79]. Studies by the 1000 Genomes Project [10], the Personal Genome Project
[263], the HapMap Consortium [264], and the Pan-Asian Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
Project [265] revealed the enormous sequence diversity that exists between individuals. Since
then, 225 Ethiopian and Egyptian genomes were compared to reconstruct their population
history out of Africa [266], 911 genomes from 10 populations of African, East Asian, and
European ancestries were sequenced to elucidate novel patterns and signatures of genetic
differentiation [267], and whole-exome sequences from 951 genomes of a ClinSeq cohort were
compared to discover new loss-of-function mutations [268]. Today, there are many 1000
human genome projects, and WGS of the human genome for personalized medicine (per‐
sonomics) is already a reality for 2,638 Icelanders [9] and for some others [269, 270] of the 7.3
billion individuals currently populating the globe (http://www.worldometers.info/world-
population).
Veeramah and Hammer [271] recently reviewed the usefulness of NGS to sequence ancient
DNA samples for phylogenetic and evolutionary studies and for the reconstruction of human
population history. Some of these NGS studies have helped to refine the demographic histories
of human evolution. These studies include those of the ancient DNA of extinct hominins
(Neanderthals, Denisovans) and ancient modern humans such as 7,000-year-old Mesolithic
hunter-gathers in northwestern Spain, Neolithic and post-Neolithic (5,300- to 4,000-year-old)
hunter-gathers and farmers in Scandinavia, a 4,000-year-old Paleo-Eskimo from southern
Greenland, and a 24,000- and 17,000-year-old South-Central Siberian [271]. NGS of ancient
nonhuman genomes such as those of pathogens, parasites, and domesticated animals and
plants also can provide new information about human history in regard to life styles, health,
and the spread of agriculture [272].
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NGS has allowed a detailed analysis of single nucleotide variants (SNVs), structural variants
(SV), and methylations in coding and noncoding regions and to assess their role in human
disease [9, 14, 15, 19, 22, 25, 29, 30, 123, 125–127, 144, 148, 151, 152]. The establishment of the
International HapMap Project in 2003 (Table 3) to develop a “hapmap” of human haplotype
genomes from samples of large populations was an important initiative to find genes and
genomic variations (SNP and CNV frequencies, genotypes, and phased haplotypes) that affect
health and disease [264]. More than 97 million validated SNPs (dbSNP) have been discovered
from human genome sequencing projects and many of the variants have been linked to a range
of medical and phenotypic conditions and catalogued at dbGAP (Table 3), the database of
genotype and phenotype [273]. In July 2015, dbGAP had links to 592 disease and phenotype
studies and 3,711 data sets. In addition to SNV, small and large SVs that are duplicated, deleted,
or rearranged relative to the reference sequences and individuals have been identified in NGS
studies and associated with various diseases [9, 30, 127]. NGS has been used to diagnose rare
Mendelian diseases and genetically heterogeneous complex disorders, such as X-linked
intellectual disability, congenital disorders, cancer genome heterogeneity, and fetal aneuploi‐
dy [13, 15, 123, 125, 208, 209, 274, 275]. The impact of NGS on the diagnosis of rare genetic
diseases is evidenced by the growth of the genes and OMIM database [49, 276] that has doubled
in data since 2007 [274]. However, it should be noted that NGS does not always reveal causative
mutations but instead may provide a list of possible candidates. Many detected SNPs, SNVs,
and SV have not been associated to disease or phenotype and many diseases still await a genetic
or genomic cause. NGS in human studies must be used with caution because of the significant
levels of false-positive and false-negative rates in sequencing errors and amplification biases.
Soon et al. [30] listed and reviewed the various NGS methods employed in the ENCODE project
to annotate and analyze the transcriptome and map elements and identify the methylation
patterns of the whole human genome. The information in ENCODE and other databases such
as GTEx, FANTOM, NIH ROADMAP, and BLUEPRINT (Table 3) has enabled researchers to
map genetic variants to gene regulatory regions and assess indirect links to disease. The
Regulome DB based on the accumulation of nongenic functional regulatory regions obtained
from ENCODE is a useful resource for the evaluation of polymorphisms of regulatory regions
[276]. Although disease-associated SNPs obtained from GWAS studies may point to gene
coding regions, they actually might reside in regulatory sites of downstream genes that are in
linkage disequilibrium with the reported SNPs [262]. RNA-seq and NGS has confirmed that
98% of the human genome is transcribed from noncoding genomic regions, that only about
2% of the human genome codes for peptides and proteins with about 20,000 distinct protein-
coding genes, and that alternative splicing seems to occur for 90% of protein-coding genes to
yield many more different types of proteins than genes [134, 135, 151, 152]. The vast majority
of the human genome is not functionless ”junk DNA” as previously thought [262], but rather,
it can be viewed as DNA/RNA ”dark matter” expressing hundreds to millions of transcribed
short and long noncoding RNA molecules that have important regulatory roles in transcrip‐
tion, translation, transport, metabolism, and innate immunity [133]. Some of these are the
interspersed retroelements such as Alu and L1 and endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) that have
evolved before and during primate history to function as regulators of transcription and
translation [24, 25, 142, 145, 257, 258].
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NGS has especially revolutionized the field of cancer genomes revealing mutations, amplifi‐
cations, deletions, translocations, and dysregulation of noncoding and coding RNAs to
provide a better understanding of the complex genetics and loss of regulation in cancer [15,
25, 29, 208, 209, 275]. For example, paired end sequencing showed that about half of structural
rearrangements in breast cancer genomes were fusion transcripts resulting from the rear‐
rangements of segmental tandem duplications involving multiple genes [277]. Similarly, other
cancer types were found to be dominated by duplications, translocations, structural variations,
and complex rearrangements called ”chromothripsis” that involve chromosomal rearrange‐
ments as single events confined to genomic regions in one or a few chromosomes [278]. NGS
also has been applied to circulating tumor cells isolated from the body fluids (blood, urine,
sputum, saliva, and stools) [30, 274]. A genomic landscape and a catalogue of somatic muta‐
tions in cancer are provided on the Internet at COSMIC (Table 3, [275]). Thus, NGS potentially
provides cancer patients with opportunities for personalized diagnosis and optimized
therapeutic treatment [279, 280].
The integration of NGS data obtained from whole genome, exome, transcriptome, and
methylome to build up individual genomic profiles is a growing reality in human health care.
Recently, Chen et al. [269] developed ”integrated personal omic profiling” in an individual by
sequencing their genome at high accuracy and profiling their transcriptome, metabolome, and
proteome over a 14-month period. In the study, they tracked the emergence of type 2 diabetes
and assessed the individual’s genetic make-up and disease risks. Others have performed
similar studies demonstrating that monitoring the longitudinal trends and changes within
individuals is an important future protocol for the diagnosis, management, and treatment of
disease [9, 81, 270]. The challenges for ”person omics,” however, remain formidable at many
levels, not least the time, cost, and effort required to gather, process, and interpret the data
[101]. The cost benefits of NGS for personomics have still to be assessed with many economic,
securities, personal, familial, social, and ethical issues to be considered and resolved.
9. Futuromics
The first-generation sequencing technologies and the pioneering computing and bioinformat‐
ics tools produced the initial sequencing data and information within a framework of structural
and functional genomics in readiness for the following NGS developments. NGS provides
substantially cheaper, friendlier, and more flexible high-throughput sequencing options with
a quantum leap towards the generation of much more data on genomics, transcriptomics, and
methylomics that translate more productively into proteomics, metabolomics, and systeomics.
This major progression towards a more comprehensive characterization of genomes, epige‐
nomes, and transcriptomes of humans and other species provides even more data as a proxy
to probe diverse molecular interactions in the era of ”omics” in many fields of biology,
industry, and health care. A few years ago, the McKinsey Global Institute produced a report
predicting that NGS and genomics, including the sequencing of a million human genomes,
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would become an economically and socially disruptive technology as well as an annual trillion
dollar industry by 2025 [281]. The authors assessed that next-generation genomics would affect
many high impact areas of molecular biology and bioindustry such as improving genetic
engineering tools to custom build organisms, genetically engineer biofuels, modify crops to
improve farming practices and food stocks, and develop drugs to treat cancers and other
diseases. Although these technologies promise huge benefits, they also come with social,
ethical, and regulatory risks in regard to privacy and security of personal genetic information,
the dangerous effects of modified organisms on the environment, the spectre of bioterrorism,
eugenics, and concerns about the ownership and commercialization of genomic information.
The application of prenatal genome sequencing for genetic screening already points to the
potential of producing genetically modified babies with desired traits. Much will need to be
done to educate and inform regulators and society about the risks and benefits when formu‐
lating the regulatory policies about the advances and applications of these next-generation
technologies.
Today, NGS is the science of biological information systems and ”Big Data,”, but many
challenges still remain in regard to NGS data acquisition, storage, analysis, integration, and
interpretation [282, 283]. Future advancements will undoubtedly rely on new technologies and
large-scale collaborative efforts from multidisciplinary and international teams to continue
generating comprehensive, high-throughput data production and analysis. The availability of
economically friendlier bench-top sequencers and third-generation sequencing tools will allow
smaller laboratories and individual scientists to participate in the genomics revolution and
contribute new knowledge to the different fields of structural and functional genomics in the
life sciences. The authors of the following chapters in this book present additional examples,
more detailed information, and a broader view of the methods and many advances, applica‐
tions, and challenges of NGS that were either missed or not covered adequately in this opening
chapter, particularly in regard to the RNA sequencing and transcriptome methods and data
that provide us with a better understanding of functional genomics in microorganisms, plants,
animals, and humans. Te volo, bonam lectionem.
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